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Chapter 1 

Introduction

The amazing progress of research in the field of elementary particles in 
the second half of the twentieth century led to the formulation of the the
ory known as the Standard Model (SM). With this theory it was possible 
to connect in one model three of the four known fundamental interactions 
[1], At the same time, technological developments had allowed experimental 
methods to be improved. The accelerators used in experiments reached ever 
higher energies of accelerated particles while increasing the precision of the 
detectors. On the other hand, significant progress was made in the field of 
theoretical research and calculations. The predictions of the SM were con
firmed by experiments, but the SM cannot be treated as a full theory of 
particle physics. First of all, the SM treats particle masses as parameters
- they cannot be obtained by theoretical predictions. Furthermore, the SM 
does not describe particle physics phenomena such as dark matter or matter 
antimatter asymmetry, etc. This means that the SM should be considered 
as an effective theory. This is one of the reasons that suggest the need for 
searching for so called new physics or physics beyond the SM. Research con
ducted at high energies in the large hadron collider (LHC) could answer some 
of this question. However, there is a possibility of a parallel search for evi
dences of new physics. It is possible to test known parameters of the SM like 
for example the anomalous magnetic moment.

This kind of test requires the comparison between the experimental mea
surement and the theoretical prediction done with extremely high precision. 
Thus, this advance of theoretical calculation and experimental methods has 
resulted in today’s tests of the SM requiring an inclusion of higher order 
effects. In an era of high energy measurements at the TeV level in the LHC, 
calculations and experiments conducted for low energy particle physics could 
play a crucial role in searching for traces of physics beyond the SM [2].

The hadronie contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the



muon a^ld is an example of a quantity that depends strongly on low en
ergy data. The low energy hadronie contributions are not calculable in the 
quantum chromodynamics (QCD) perturbation theory and the calculations 
require use of phenomenological models and the precise experimental data 
studies.

The hadronie contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the 
muon a^ad is divided into three parts: the leading-order (LO) a âd,LO and 
higher-order (HO) ah“d'HO vacuum polarisation contributions, and the light- 
by-light scattering contribution The leading order contribution can
be obtained from the data for the processes e+e~ —> hadrons and using the 
dispersion integral it can be presented in the following form [3]:

l o  =  / dsK{s)rTlutd{s) ( 1 . ! )
^  J

where a had{s) is the total hadronie cross section (without the vacuum po
larisation corrections). The K (s ) function is called kernel function and is 
calculated within quantum electrodynamics (QED). The behaviour of this 
function shows that it decreases monotonically with increasing value of s. 
Therefore the a^ld'LO integrand is dominated by the hadron production be
low a few GeV. The hadron part of the anomalous magnetic moment of the 
muon obtained from e+e~ data is [4]:

a had =  (6 9 5 5  ± 4 9 ) . 1 0 -ii ( 1 2 )

Where:

ahad,LO =  (6 9 4 9  x ±  4 2 . 7 ) . i q - 11 (1 .3 )

ahad,HO =  ( _ 9 8  4  ±  0 .7 )  . l o - 11 (1 .4 )

ahadW =  (1Q5 ±  26) . 10-11 ( j  5)

The error for the leading order contribution is the biggest one.
The sum of all contributions to the value of the anomalous magnetic 

moment of the muon obtained for the SM prediction is equal to:

a l M =  116591828(50) • 1CT11 (1.6)

The errors were added in quadrature. This value also contains ah“d.
The value taken from the experiment gives:

a™p =  116592089(63) • 10“n (1.7)



A careful comparison of these two values gives the difference equal to 3.3 
standard deviation:

= a^p -  a lM =  261(80) • l(T n (1.8)

This discrepancy could suggest the existence of some unknown effects, so it is 
very important to improve the accuracy of the experimental and theoretical 
value of to check if it is true. The uncertainty of theoretical calculations 
depends strongly on the hadronie contribution at low energies. The error of 
a^M is equal to 50 • 10~n , while the error of a^ d,LO is equal to 42.7 • 10-11. 
So the biggest contribution to the error of aSM comes from the prediction of 
the leading-order hadronie contribution ,L° . The biggest contribution to 
the value of a^ad'LO comes from the region between 0.32 and 1.43 GeV and is 
equal to (6065±34)- 10~u [4]. The second in order is the region between 2 and
11.09 GeV where the contribution is equal to (411.9 ±  8 .2) • 10-11. Here, for 
the region between 2.6 and 3.73 GeV for some channels, perturbative QCD 
(pQCD) was used. The contribution for energies above 11.09 GeV (obtained 
with pQCD) is equal to 0.211 • 10-11 and gives the error below 10-14. So 
the error of a^ad'LO is dominated by the low energy hadron production. This 
example shows the importance of results obtained for low energies where the 
use of perturbation methods for hadrons is not possible.

A similar influence of low-energy data occurs for the hadronie part of 
the fine structure constant Aa had(Mz). The dispersion relation gives the 
following form of this magnitude [5]:

£} a»>
Here the R(s) function depends on the total cross section ahad of the process 
e+e~ —> hadrons(muons) + 7 :

= <L10> 
The error of A a had(Mz), at the level of about one percent, comes m ainly 

from the process at the scale of about a few GeV [4], The precise determi
nation of the value of Aa had(Mz) is, for example, necessary for the better 
determination of the Higgs mass .

To increase accuracy of the theoretical value of ah“d or Aa had(Mz), it 
is necessary to improve the determination of the hadronie cross section. It 
is connected with the accuracy of the Monte Carlo (MC) generators used 
for the analysis of the experimental data. Generators like BabaYaga@NLO, 
MCGPJ and PHOKHARA are examples of generators that include NLO



Part I

Studies on the accuracy of the 
contributions from NNLO 

hadronie and leptonie 
corrections to Bhabha 

scattering in BabaYaga@NLO  
MC generator



Chapter 2

Missing NNLO corrections in 
the BabaYaga@NLO MC 
generator

2.1 Aim
The comparison between SM predictions and precise experimental data 

is an invaluable tool to test the theory at the quantum level. The advance
ments in theoretical calculation and experimental methods have resulted in 
precision tests of the SM requiring an inclusion of higher order effects. Every 
collider experiment in particle physics - both for high and low energy - needs 
a high accuracy of the luminosity value for the reference process, which in
cludes theoretical and experimental parts - Eq. 1.11. The process of Bhabha 
scattering: e+e~ —> e+e~ is mostly used as a reference [2].

To obtain the results with the high accuracy, a proper tool is necessary. 
For luminosity measurement at meson factories, the BabaYaga@NLO Monte 
Carlo generator is used. An estimated accuracy of this generator is 0.1% 
[10],[11]. It contains the corrections to the Bhabha process up to next-to- 
next-to-leading order. However, this generator does not include a full set of 
NNLO corrections and some of the ones implemented in BabaYaga@NLO 
are approximated and/or were not independently tested.

The aim of this part of the work is to calculate independently the untested 
and missing NNLO corrections and to compare the complete calculations 
with the approximate ones realised in the MC generator BabaYaga@NLO. 
It was very important to prepare the numerical results for energies and cuts 
as close as possible to the experimental ones used at the meson factories ($ 
factory Daphne, at the B factories PEP-II and at KEK and at the charm./t



factory BEPC II, Beijing).
The second task was to confirm the stability of the accuracy in respect to 

change of the event selection by adding further accolinearities and angular 
cuts close the experimental ones. Besides the BabaYaga@NLO MC gener
ator, the following software was used: package BHA_NNLO_HF [25], Monte 
Carlo generators: EKHARA [26], BHAGHEN-1PH (with additional vac
uum polarisation part) [27], [28] and HELAC-PHEGAS [29].

In this chapter, the theoretical part of this work is presented. In the next 
sections, all considered NNLO contributions are described [6].

2.2 The NNLO corrections
The NNLO corrections to the Bhabha process considered in this work can 

be divided into three parts, each reflecting different types of the corrections:

d<?° = , ^ r2,
dn da da tin '

Upper index points the software that was used for the calculations of the 
studied corrections:

1 - BHA_NNLO_HF
2 - BHAGHEN-1PH+VAC, b h a _n n l o _h f

3 - HELAC-PHEGAS, EKHARA
^ N N L O  <&7NLO

Here v"f denotes the virtual part of corrections. is a part with
d a hoemission of one real photon, both hard and soft. is a part with

production of the real lepton and hadron pairs. The presented contribution 
could be introduced in the following form:

• the er£££° consists of virtual two-loop corrections <Xg£LO shown in Fig. 2.1 
and corrections shown in Fig. 2.2:

NNLO __  NNLO , NNLO /r, r,\
avirt — a2L +  alLlL

• contributions with real photon emission, shown in Fig. 2.3:

NLO __  _ N L O  / , NLO (, (n n\
7  so ft f a )  ^ 7 , / i a r d V ^ )  ( 2 - 3 )

• contributions with real pair or hadron emission Figs. 2.4-2.6:

/rLO —  /t^O  i /t-LO i _ L O  i _ L O  /r) a \
real ^ e + e ~ ( e + e _ ) ' ^ e + e _ (/i+/x~) ' ^ e + e - (T+r_ ) * ® e+e~(hadrons) * )



-  (a) ,+ (b) (c)

(d)

Figure 2.1: (a) (e) Samples of two-loop diagrams. The considered NNLO 
corrections consist of their interference with (d).

Figure 2.2: (a)-(b) Samples of the loop-by-loop corrections. The considered 
NNLO corrections consist of their interference with(c).

Various software was used to present calculations in this work. The virtual 
and soft corrections were calculated together:

NNLO _  NNLO . NLO ( ,  ( r ,  r \
v+a virt ' ^7,so/łV /> V2-5)

The BHAJSTNLO-HF package was used for these calculations [25]. The contri
bution with the emission of real and hard photon was calculated separately 
by BH A G H EN -Iph+VAC  generator:

NNLO _  NLO /, /r> R \

For the real pair emission (Eq. 2.4) two routines were used. The H ELAC- 
PHEGAS was used for leptons and EKHARA for hadrons (pions).



2.2.1 Hard photonic corrections cr£NLO
The correction cr£NLO with emission of one real hard photon e+(p+) + 

e- (p-) -> e+(g+) + e"(g_) + 7 (k), with the vacuum polarisation insertion is 
not missing correction in the BabaYaga@NLO generator, however correctness 
of this contribution was not tested independently.

The classes of diagrams representing these corrections are shown in Fig. 2.3. 
The emission of real hard photon depends on the soft photon cut-off u  = 
E ™Mrd/Ebeam =  E™*ft/E beam, with the sum of hard and soft part be
ing cut independently {E™l'ard is a minimum energy of hard photon, 
is a maximum energy of soft photon, Ebeam =  a/s/2 - in the centre of mass 
frame).

All numerical calculations of cr£NLO are based on an extended version of the 
BHAGHEN-IPh+VAC [27] Monte Carlo generator. The notation follows 
the one presented in [28]. The considered process is e+(p+) + e~(p_) —> 
e+(q+) + e~(.Q-) + 7 (^)- We denote:

s =  (P+ + P- ) 2 , * =  (P+ ~ Q+? > « =  (p+ -  9- ) 2 , =  (q+ + q_)2, 
h  = (p- -  q -)2 , =  (p- -  q+)2 , k± =  p±.k , h± = q±.k .

(2.7)
The differential cross section can be written as a sum of three parts X, 

Y, and Z, describing s, t and u channels:

=  ^ r s (X  + V + Z ) ^ ± ^ ~ 6 ‘ (p+ + p_ -  g+ -  q .  -  k) , (2.8)

where E +,E _ , E1 are the energies of the final positron, electron and photon, 
X  is the part of the cross section for Bhabha scattering that includes electron 
-positron annihilation, Y  describes the Coulomb part, and Z is the interfer
ence part of the s and t channel. The same structure of the contributions is 
preserved inside the generator. Using introduced notation, it can be written

(b)

Figure 2.3: Interference of (a) and (b) is a sample of the considered hard 
contribution.



in the following form:

_ _  w2 + « H n (o  + Re(n(s)) 
z  -  A 7+st

u s t
’ +\k̂ h+ h+h_ k-h-/

+ n(ti) + Re(n(g)) / u i  + 5 ___h _
sti h+h_ k+h.

+ n(t) + Re(n(gi)) / ux + _£i____ t_
Sit \k+h_ k+k_ k_h.

ngi) + Re(n(s!)) / u  £ 1 ___t x
Q -. V /r* /1 . 1c . 1c 1c . hsit1 \k_h+ k+k_ k+h+)

t m ')+Mnm£r 

^ O i W + « - 0 1 0 ) ) ^
772̂  7/̂- ^  (n(t) + Re(n(Sl))) (2.9)

y  =  [(n(t) + n (( l))(s2 + s? + « 2 + «D] J _

U Ui S Si---------1------t— I---------- 1------
k+h_ k_h+ k+k_

-  211(f) (s2 + s2 + «2 + «2)—  — 

- 211( , , ) ( ^  + ^ ) ^



x  = (Re(n(s) + n (Sl)))(i2 + t? + «2 + t t ? ) ^

U U\ t t\
k+h_ k-h+ k+h+ k_h_

+  2 R e (I I (s i ) ) ( (£ 2 + t\ + u2 +  ul ) ^ T ^ k

+ 2Re(II(s))((i2 + Ą + U2 + ul)

Here n  denotes the renormalized vacuum polarisation, which has the follow
ing form [2]:

The form of the formula for the real part of the vacuum polarisation for 
leptons is presented below.

BH A G H EN -lPh+V A C

As it was mentioned, the numerical calculations were done with use of 
extended version of the BHAGHEN-IPh [28] MC generator called BHA- 
G H EN -lPll-f VAC[27], This code is written in FORTRAN77. Few changes 
were introduced to this program. The original version does not calculate vac
uum polarisation contribution n, so this correction was added to the code. 
For the purpose of this work, five types of contributions to the vacuum po
larisation were prepared for the calculations: with electrons, muons, taus, 
pions, and hadrons. The part used for the calculation of the electroweak 
corrections was removed and only the QED part was retained - the origi
nal formulas for the cross section contained the weak Z boson contributions. 
For energies used in this work, the Z contribution is negligible. The gen
eration of the phase space was not changed. For the calculations of the 
vacuum polarisation with hadrons, the VPHLMNT code [30] was used inside 
BH A GH EN -IPh+VAC. For leptons and pions, an additional routine for 
calculations of the vacuum polarisation was prepared.

(2.12)



The problem with the pole q2 = z — it (Eq. 2.12) is solved by addition 
and subtraction R(q2) in the integrand for s - channel (q2 > 0). Together
with the change of variables: q 4m2 it gives the following expressions:

m  = aq  
3ir /Jo

dy
yt — Am2

R(Am2/y) (2.13)

n(*) aq2

aq*
3ir u :

3ir 

dys

log 1

ys — Am2
R

Am2 
r Am2 
k y

it
l*M

- R ( s )

(214)

For lepton with the mass m at leading order, R{q2) has the following form:

R{q2) (2.15)

In this case, presented integrands were solved analytically and coded inside 
BHAGHEN-IPh+VAC. The formulas for the hard contribution a^ NLO - 
Eq. 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 contain only the real part of the II (for t channel solution 
is real, for s channel it contains also an imaginary part), so the formulas 
presented below do not contain the imaginary part of the solution. For 
q2 € (0 , 4m2) the formula can be presented in the following form:

2 a  avctan (1 /  W Am2 / q2 -  1) /16m4 4m2 \

n t f )  =  S — v w / / - i  ( ^  + ~ F ~ 2)  (2' I6)
a  / 5 4m2 \
2?r V 3

For the other values of q2 it takes the following form:

n(g2) aq
2n m2 Cl + C*2 log '|1 — aril

C\ —

kll
5xf +  22x\ +  5x i 

3(x! + I )4 
x \  +  3xf — 3xj — Xx 

(xi + I )5 
x \  +  3x1 — 3x2 — X‘2 

(x2 + I)5

+ C3 log 1 -  x2' 
l*2| ,

(2.17)

(2.18)



Where x\ and x2 have the form:

q2 -  2m2 + y/q2{q2 -  4m2)
1 1  = -------------------------------2m 2 ( 2 ' 1 9 )

q2 — 2 m2 — Wq2(q2 — 4m2)
* 2 = ---------------2m2---------------

For pions with mass mn:

R ( f )  = ~  |F,(« 2)!2 (2.20)

Where F7r(q2) is a form factor constructed phenomenologically.

fc  = ,/ 1 P .21)

In the presented calculations, the form factor used in the PHOKHARA7.0 
[14] MC generator was used inside BH AGH EN -IPh+VAC. For this case, 
the vacuum polarisation contribution was calculated numerically with use of 
an eight point Gaussian quadrature for numerical integration.

2.2 .2  The virtual plus soft photon corrections
The classes of virtual corrections used for the purposes of this study are 

presented in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2. There are three types of corrections that 
interfere with the Born diagram (Figs. 2.Id, 2.2c). Two of these corrections, 
the factorizable vertex and the box corrections in Fig. 2.1(b) and Fig. 2.2(a,b) 
and the irreducible box corrections in Fig. 2.1(c), are not infrared finite. Only 
the part of the corrections in Fig. 2.1(a), the irreducible vertex correction, is 
infrared finite. As it was mentioned, the calculations of the virtual corrections 
were done together with the soft part of the contribution. The infrared 
divergence is compensated by the soft corrections.

/=A »,T

J  NNLO J — N L O
mrt,had , a &virt ., r? I. .\

+  "  j o  x  )dQ dfl

The last term x F~usoft{uj) describes the interference of the (soft) single
photon bremsstrahlung diagrams, where one of the diagrams has a self-energy



insertion and depends on the infrared cut-off:

, , __ iTTinax / 771 __ TTimin / rp
w  —  - ^ 7 <Soft /  ~  J-'y,hard/■ ‘ -'beam (2.23)

The factor F7jS0/i(cu) was used in the calculations in the limit of the small 
electron mass me as compared with y/s:

softie') f - l i ’ M — 2 In 0 0

—2 In (s/m l) + 2 — 2 In 

-  In (s/m 2e) 2 -  4(2 + 2 In (s/m l)) 

+ 2Li2 ( “ “ )  “  2Ij*2 ( - j ) j .

t
U.

(2.24)

The cut-off dependence disappears for the sum of the soft and hard photon 
contribution. The virtual plus soft photon cross section can be presented in 
the following form:

_N N L O  __  NNLO i - N L O  (, A
v+s virt ' -y,soft\ )

_  NNLO , NNLO , NNLO , NLO . .  T? (, A (r>— afact + a vert +  a box + °  virt j,soft{&)■ (2.25)

The virtual corrections with the sum over M =  are :

(¾3 (f f S S . * . -  +  R e £  T  K s e ( s ,  z )
V? r /  {  M J m 2o Z

+ K SE(t, z)\

NLO ® virt ~

_N N L O
act ~

4  / _ n n l oU \â
yoo

„ - +Re V / dz R(z)

M Z
[CJSS k s e ( s , z )

+ C ^ K SE(t,z)}



NNLOfvert

+ css ; K,„t(t,z)\

„NNLO I \ ) —NNLO
Tbox ~ + R e £  r ^ - ^ - l c Z ' S [ K < , „ A s , t , z )

w «/ Mn Z kM  u m o

“1“ Kbox,Bit5  ̂ Kbox,ci^i K  box, B(^: Sj )̂]
+  C'fcX? [a ^ , b ( . s ,  t, 2) +  Kbox,A(t, s, z )

-  K b0XfB(u ,t,z) + K b0X̂ c (u ,s ,z ) ]^ .  (2.26)

The integration limit is equal Mq =  4m2 for leptons and Mq = m20 for 
hadrons. The limit for the hadrons corresponds to the lightest state 7r°7 . 
The photon propagator has the form:

K SE{ . ł , z ) =  1 (2.27)
q* — z +  10

For heavy leptons with mass rrim the R  function is given by Eq. 2.15. For 
hadrons it is:

Rhad^  =  (4 ttS)/ (L ) ’ (2‘28)

where ahad{z) =  <r(e+e~ —> 7 * —>• hadrons; 2). The formulas for the box 
kernel functions: K box,i 0 = A,B,C) are presented in [23].

The calculations for the presented contributions were done with the use 
of the available software, so the formulas for <t™£° are presented selectively 
to show their structure. However, there is one important detail related to 
the irreducible vertex corrections from the fermion pair, which should be 
mentioned. The contribution to the cross section for this correction contains 
terms with ln3(s/m2). The contribution for electrons is particularly impor
tant, because of the significant size due to a small value of electron mass 
comparing to \fs. This term is cancelled, if the contributions with the real 
pair emission are taken into account and if the integrals are done over the full 
phase space. This is the reason of studies on the size of their contribution 
for a specific experimental event selection.



The virtual plus soft contributions were calculated with an updated ver
sion BHA-NNLO-HF of the Fortran package b h b h n n l o h f  and the Mathemat- 
ica program CROSSSECTION.M [25],

2.2 .3  Real pair contributions a^al
The third type of the tested contribution consists of the corrections with 

emission of the additional real pair of leptons or hadrons (pions). The influ
ence of these corrections allows the cancellations of the terms with ln3(s/m2), 
also present in the virtual plus soft part. The most important contributions 
are present for the emission of electron pair: ^+e-(c+e-y  The types of dia
grams involved in this process are presented in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Classes of diagrams for the contribution e+e —> e+e e+e .

The cancellations with the virtual irreducible vertex corrections are re
lated to the production of the two electron pairs in the final state (Fig. 2.4(a)). 
This contribution in the limit of the soft electron pairs was presented in [31]. 
The limit of small me and the small cut-off parameter D of the unresolved 
e+e~ pair can be approximated as follows :

LO (2.29)



with:

(2 .3 0 )

i i j  + L l  (21n(£>) -  I )  +  i .  ( 4̂1n2(D) -  “ In(D) + A,

+ i L\ + L\ ( iM D )  -  j )  + i ,  (41n2(D) -  “ ln(D) + /1,)

-  \l \ -  L l  ( 2 In(D) -  D -  L .  ^4In2(£l) -  j  In(D) + A ,)

where

= In - 5  ,mi

=  In
mi

Ls

Ly

As

Av =  As +  2Li2

56 ^  
T  “  <2’

V =  t , u ,

1 ±  cos 0

There are the following conditions for parameter D:

2m,-e D E \ )C&m < <  -E'bcain •

(2 .3 1 )

(2 .3 2 )

(2 .3 3 )

(2 .3 4 )

(2 .3 5 )

The expression 2 .3 0  explicitly shows the existence of the contributions with 
In 3(s/m2).

The production of muon and tau pair to Bhabha scattering gives another 
twelve diagrams for each process of types presented in Fig. 2 .5 . In case of 
heavy lepton pairs and energies of meson factories, the assumption of masses 
much smaller than i/i is not right and the formulas used for the electron pair 
emission is not right - Eq. 2 .2 9 . The contributions require the full lowest order 
calculations.

All the results of calculations for lepton pair production presented in the 
next chapter were done using H e l a c - P h e g a s [29] MC program and P h e g a s  
[32] for the phase space integration.

The last considered type of corrections with the real pair production is 
the production of the pion pair tt+h~ - the lightest hadronie final states. 
The sample diagrams describing the pion pair corrections are presented in 
Fig. 2 .6 . All the calculations were conducted with the Monte Carlo generator 
E k h a r a  [26]. Here the pion-photon is described by the vector dominance



Figure 2.5: Samples of diagrams for muon pair production e+e —> 
e+e~[j,+n~. A similar set of diagrams describes e+e~ —¥ e+e~r+r~ .

Figure 2.6 : Sample diagrams with real pion pair emission.



model . The pion form factor is from [33]. The contributions for the process 
e+e~ —> e+e~ with the emission of the other real hadrons were not added 
to the final results of this analysis. There does not exist a MC generator 
that contains this kind of corrections. Due to the fact that the pions are the 
lightest produced hadrons and that the highest energy of the meson factories 
is about 10 GeV, they should dominate the cross section.

2 .2 .4  NNLO corrections in BabaYaga@N LO  M C gen
erator

BabaYaga@NLO [10] is a Monte Carlo event generator used as a tool for 
luminosity studies. It simulates the following processes e+e~ —> e+e~,
7 7 . All the processes include the QED corrections. The generator has been 
already used in all four experiments, whose energies and cuts were included 
and presented in this work’s studies: KLOE, BaBar, BES-III and Belle.

The estimated accuracy of the generator for the process of Bhabha scat
tering is equal to 0.1% and comes partly from the NNLO part of the contribu
tions presented in this work. Moreover, some parts of the NNLO corrections 
are not coded inside the generator and their size is only estimated. The hard 
part of corrections presented in Fig. 2.3 has been taken into account inside 
BabaYaga@NLO, while for the virtual plus soft part only the class of dia
grams presented in Fig. 2.1b and Fig. 2.2 can be found in the generator. The 
rest of the presented contributions, including the real pair productions, are 
not included in the BabaYaga@NLO generator.



Chapter 3

Numerical studies

In this chapter, numerical tests and studies of the size of the NNLO 
corrections to the Bhabha process are presented.

In Section 3.1 the comparison between hard contribution obtained using 
the BHAGHEN-Iph+VAC  [27] generator with the corresponding contri
butions from BabaYaga@NLO [10] is presented.

In Section 3.2 the results of the hard-soft cut independence test are pre
sented.

In Section 3.3 information about the pion and hadron contributions to 
the vacuum polarisation is presented.

In Section 3.4 the numerical results for the exact NNLO calculations 
and approximate ones from the BabaYaga@NLO generator are presented. 
The event selection close to the experimental conditions for KLOE, BaBar, 
Belle and BESS III is used with an additional check for changes of the event 
selection.

3.1 Test of hard emission
As mentioned in the previous chapter that both BabYaga@NLO and exact 

NNLO calculations done with BHAGHEN-Iph+VAC contain the contri
bution with the real hard photon emission presented in Fig. 2.3. The hard 
photonic correction cr£NLO present in the BabaYaga@NLO generator was not 
independently tested, so the tests were performed during our calculations. 
The comparison between the results can also be treated as a test of the 
vacuum polarisation contribution in BHAGHEN-1ph-|-VAC. The relative 
difference between results for BabaYaga@NLO and BH AGH EN-Iph+VAC 
was calculated, according to Eq. 7.1:



<?h

Here, ah is the hard part of the NNLO calculations that comes from BHA- 
GHEN-lPH+VAC and is the corresponding contribution obtained with 
BabaYaga@NLO generator. This test was done for all event selections (Ap
pendix 7.0.3) independently for all particles: electrons, muons, tau and 
hadron production. The analysis of the results of this test shows that there 
is full agreement between the generators. The example of the relative differ-
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Figure 3 .1 : A  — °h - comparison between the hard parts, an example 
for KLOE for electrons and muons.

ence for the KLOE cuts are presented in Fig. 3 .1 . The precision for all other 
investigated experiments and event selection was similar; the agreement was 
checked up to 10-4.

3.2 Hard-soft cut independence
To check if the behaviour of the soft part of the calculations is correct, 

the sum of the hard and soft contributions was calculated for different values 
of the cut uj =  Ey^ff/Ebeam. The typical values of u  in the simulations 
chosen for tests are between 10-6  and 10- 3 . In this case, two values were 
used: u =  10-5  and u  =  10-4 .

Because of the structure of the BHA_NNLO_PH package, it was possible to 
check the sum of the hard, soft, and virtual parts. The virtual and soft part 
is calculated together inside this code.
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Figure 3.2: Examples of the cut independence, between the hard, soft and 
virtual part of the corrections for the electron case and KLOE, BES-III cuts.

All points for the presented in Appendix 7.0.3 experiments and the event 
selections were checked for the electron, muon, tau and hadron production. 
Sample results for the electron production for KLOE and BES-III experi
ments are presented in Fig. 3.2. To compare the results for both values of 
the u  cut, relative difference was calculated with ui = 10-4 in denomina
tor. For all of the investigated points, the results show that all sums are cut 
independent.

3.3 Pion vs. hadron influence on the vacuum  
polarisation

Although for the hadron part of the real emission only the contribution 
of the pair of charged pions was calculated, it is possible to include the 
other hadronie states in case of the vacuum polarisation’s contribution. The 
R(s) function describes the influence of the virtual particles in the vacuum 
polarisation’s contribution (Eq. 2.12). It is possible to compare the difference 
between the results obtained for the pion production and for the hadrons. 
Fig. 3.3 shows the behaviour of R (s) for two cases, inclusion of pions and 
inclusion of hadrons. For the hadron case the VPHLMNT code was used [30]. 
For pions, the form factor present in Eq. 2.20 came from PHOKHARA7.0 
[14]. The difference visible for low energies comes from the contribution of 
three pions and of kaon pairs that are produced for u> and <f> resonances. For 
higher energies RW7r goes to 0 , while Rhad obtains the value of few units .

Tab. 3.1 presents the comparison of contributions that include the vacuum 
polarisation for four experimental energies and cuts: KLOE, BaBar, BES-
III, Belle for pions and hadrons. <7s+v means the contribution to the cross
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<?s+v [nb] as+v+H  [nb]
pions Rjrn

KLOE -1.35988(2) -0.18586(8)
BaBar -0.053328(3) -0.002291(4)
BES -0.81806(3) -0.04469(3)
Belle -0.0612(1) -0.0067(1)

hadrons Rhad
KLOE -1.062(8) 0.438(8)
BaBar -1.888(4) -0.0088(4)
BES -1.81(1) -0.15(1)
Belle -0.2124(5) -0.0227(5)

Table 3.1: Comparison of the corrections with the vacuum polarisation mod
elled by Rn+n- and Rhad

section from virtual plus soft correction, while as+v+H is completed with 
hard part. The difference between the corresponding results is significant in 
all investigated cases. It shows that the pion contribution is not sufficient 
for full analysis. At present, it is not possible to include the real hadron 
emission to calculations except pion pairs. The example of the influence of 
the hadron corrections on the vacuum polarisation also shows, that in case 
of the real hadron emission, it is necessary to wait for progress in the Monte 
Carlo generator’s area or develop the existing Monte Carlo generators.



3.4 The numerical studies of NNLO correc
tions to Bhabha scattering

In this section, the numerical results for the exact NNLO corrections 
a NNLO obtained with b h a _n n l o _p h , EKHARA , BH A GH EN -1PH +VP 
and H ELAC-PH EGAS and the approximate ones ctqyLO calculated with 
the BabaYaga@NLO generator are analysed. For all calculations, event se
lections are based on real experimental ones from KLOE, BaBar, Belle and 
BES-III. All used cuts are presented in Appendix 7.0.3.

Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 contain the results for these four experiments. 
Every table is organised as follows: in columns there are the results for hard 
contributions ah , virtual plus soft contributions as+v, real pair emission a  pans 
and the sum of all of them. In every table the complete cross section a by 
(without vacuum polarisation) for experimental cuts is presented. The a by 
cross section was calculated with use of the BabaYaga@NLO MC generator. 
Every table is divided into a part containing exact NNLO calculations a NNLO 
and a part that contains approximated calculations agy LO- The rows contain 
the lepton and hadron NNLO contributions. At the end of every table, the 
relative difference is presented for the lepton and hadron NNLO corrections:

\„NNLO „NNLO  I
A = 1 (3.2)

&BY

For every type of the experimental cuts, the stability of the obtained 
results against changes of the event selection is tested. The outcome of this 
analysis is presented in the form of plots for every experiment. The plots show 
the values of the relative difference between the exact NNLO corrections and 
the approximate ones for the hadronie and leptonie contributions and their 
sums.

KLOE

In Tab. 3.2 an analysis of the results of the NNLO calculations is presented 
for the KLOE event selection. The energy for the KLOE experiment is 
y/s =  1.02 GeV. This is the smallest energy among examined experiments.

For the lepton part, both for the exact NNLO calculations and approxi
mated ones, electrons provide the main contribution. Also, pair production 
for the exact NNLO calculations is dominated by the electron pairs. The 
value of a  pairs for muons is very small and does not affect the result. For 
tau and hadrons (pions) there is no pair production. For tau it is caused by 
low energy of the experiment. For hadrons (pions) it is caused by the KLOE 
cuts.



K L O E  a  b y  =  455.71(5) nb
particlcs <rh [n6] trv+ ,  [nft] Orxxira [nb] sum [n6]

E X A C T  N N L O
electron
muon
tau

9.5021(2)
1.49406(3)

0.0201637(4)

-11.5666
-1.7356(2)

-0.023412(2)

0.2712(15)
0 .246(7)*10- 7

0

-1.793(2)
-0.2415(2)

-0.003248(2)
leptons sum: -2 .038(2 )

hadrons 1.5248(6) -1.062(8) 0 0.463(8)
BabaYaga N V LO

clcctron
muon
tau

9.5022(8)
1.4942(2)

0.020166(3)

-11.0721(4)
-1.7441(2)

-0.023704(2)

-1.5699(9)
-0.2499(3)

-0.003538(4)
leptons sum: O g Y lm -1 .823 (1 )

hadrons 1.5247(5) -1.126(2) - 0.399(2)

leptons relative difference: - « " 1  foB V 0.471 (4)%o
hadrons relative difference:\<7 LU -- < r % v L U \ / ° B Y 0.14(2)% o

Table 3.2: Comparison between exact NNLO results and the approximate 
ones from BabaYaga@NLO for KLOE experiment cuts at ^ = 1.02 GeV
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Figure 3.5: The relative difference of NNLO massive corrections, as a function 
of 2d acollinearity for KLOE. The sum of the lepton and hadron contribution.

The relative difference for leptons is equal to 0.471 (4)%o. For hadrons it is 
equal to 0.14(2)%o. The contributions for hadrons and leptons have opposite 
signs, so the total error is equal to 0.33(4)%o. It is less than l%o estimated 
for the BabaYaga@NLO MC generator.

For the KLOE event selection the additional comparison for various values 
of 2d acollinearity (Eq. 7.6) was done for two angular cuts. The results are 
presented in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5.

Fig. 3.4 shows that for all values of the acollinearity and the angular cuts, 
the lepton and hadron corrections have opposite signs. The results are stable
- they do not change rapidly as a function of acollinearity, both for the wider 
and narrower angular cuts. For all of the checked points the sum of the 
lepton and hadron contribution is negative; the lepton corrections dominate 
the total result. The biggest value of the relative difference is less than 0.5 
%o for the narrower angular cuts and less than 0.22%o for the wider angular 
cuts, even if the maximum value of the error is taken (Fig. 3.5).

BaBar

The BaBar experiment operates at energy y/s = 10.56 GeV. The results 
collected in Tab. 3.3 show that for the lepton NNLO corrections, electrons 
give the biggest contribution. The ratio between them and the second in



order muon corrections is smaller than for KLOE. The real lepton pair pro
duction is dominated by electrons. The results given by tau real pairs are 
negligible.

B aB ar a BY =  5.195(2) nb
particlcs a h [nb] crv+,  [nb] V i r .  [«b] sum [nb]

E X A C T  NN LO
electron
muon
tau

0.202439(7)
0.075789(2)

0.0138398(4)

-0.223667
-0.079231(2)

-0.0144654(2)

0.01355(8)
0.000451(2)

0 .120(3)*10~ 8

-0.00768(8)
-0.002991(3)

-0.0006257(5)
leptons sum: Lu -0 .01130 (8 )

hadrons 0.17995(2) -0.1888(4) 0.000029(3) -0.0088(4)
BabaYaga N VLO

clcctron
muon
tau

0.20244(2)
0.07580(1)

0.013847(4)

-0.20971(5)
-0.07872(2)

-0.014541(4)
-

-0.00727(5)
-0.00292(2)

-0.000694(6)
leptons sum: c r ^ LU -0 .01 0 8 8 (5 )

hadrons 0.17984(2) -0.18760(4) - -0.00776(5)
leptons relative difference: Lu  — l°B Y 0.08(2)%«,
hadrons relative difference:\a^NLU - ° ^ Cu \!°b y 0.23(8)% o

Table 3.3: Comparison between exact NNLO results and the approximate 
ones from BabaYaga@NLO for BaBar experiment cuts at - ^ “ 10.56 GeV

For the BaBar event selection, the relative difference for the hadron con
tributions is equal to 0.23(8)%o and is about three times bigger than the 
lepton contribution (which is equal to 0.08(2) %o). The signs of the lepton 
and hadron contributions are both negative. The sum of the relative differ
ences is equal to 0.31(8) %o. It means that the estimation of the generator 
accuracy for the BaBar conditions is also right.
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Figure 3.7: The relative difference of NNLO massive corrections, as a function 
of 3d acolinearity for BaBar. The sum of the lepton and hadron contribution.

For the additional analysis, three different sets of the angular cuts were 
chosen. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 present the relative difference as a function of 
3d acollinearity (Eq. 7.7). All obtained results are stable. The estimated 
accuracy of the BabaYaga@NLO MC generator is smaller than 1 %o. The 
worst value of the relative difference for the sum of the lepton and hadron 
corrections for all various cuts is about 0.6 %o.

Belle

The energy for the Belle experiment is close to BaBar - -^=10.58 GeV. 
It is the experiment with the biggest energy of the incoming particles among 
the examined. The results of the calculated NNLO corrections are presented 
in Tab. 3.4.

The leptonie part of the Bhabha corrections is dominated by electrons. 
The second in order muons gives three times smaller contribution. Tau pro
duction is small compared with the rest of the corrections. The hadron and 
lepton contributions have the same sign. Their relative differences are added 
together. The sum is equal to 0.74(9) %o. This value is still smaller than 
the estimated accuracy of BabaYaga@NLO, but it will combine with other 
uncertainties.

For Belle, an additional scan over various values of 2d acollinearity for 
three sets of the angular cuts was done (Fig. 3.8 and 3.9). The values close



B E L L E  a  b y  = 5.501(5) nb
particles <Th [n6] <T„+, [nh] Gpaira [T,̂ i sum [n6]

NNLO
electron
muon
tau

0.21572(7)
0.080377(8)
0.014428(4)

-0.25596
-0.09009(1)
-0.01602(1)

0.01310(5)
0.000759(1)

0.0000321(1)

-0.02714(9)
-0.00895(2)
-0.00156(1)

leptons sum: -0 .03785(9 )
hadrons 0.18969(1) -0.2124(5) 0.00015(1) -0.0226(5)

BabaYaga NNLO
electron
muon
tau

0.21563(2)
0.080376(6)
0.014423(1)

-0.23994(2)
-0.08948(2)

-0.016091(7)
-

-0.02431(3)
-0.009104(2)
-0.001668(7)

leptons Sum: (^gyiev -0 .03508 (3 )
hadrons 0.18964(3) -0.21089(5) - -0.02125(6)
leptons relative difference: 0.47(2)% o
hadrons relative difference: - < y ^ LO \/°BY 0.27(9)% o

Table 3.4: Comparison between exact NNLO results and the approximate 
ones from BabaYaga@NLO for BELLE experiment cuts at -^/5=10.58 GeV
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Figure 3.9: The relative difference of NNLO massive corrections, as a function 
of 2d acollinearity for Belle. The sum of the lepton and hadron contribution.

to the central point (£ = 10°) do not exceed the estimated 1 %o accuracy. 
For the smallest values of acollinearity the relative differences can be bigger 
than 1 %o. However, this difference is not significant.

Although the BaBar and Belle experiments run at almost the same energy 
and the complete cross sections a  b y  for them have similar values, the different 
event selection causes NNLO corrections to behave in a different way. It 
shows that generally we cannot predict the accuracy of a generator without 
direct studies of experimental setups.

B E S -III

The BES-III experiment works at energy between y/s = 2.5 and y/s = 5 
GeV. The event selection is different from the one for the previous presented 
experiments. BES-III event selection does not contain cuts for acollinearity. 
The energy chosen for BES-III is equal to y/s = 3.65 GeV and the results of 
the calculations are presented in Tab. 3.5. For leptons, the electron contribu
tions are dominant. The total contribution from electrons is about four times 
bigger than the contribution with muons, and about thirty five times bigger 
than the one for tau production. For tau there is no real pair contribution.

The relative differences are as follows: 0.057 %o for leptons and 0.21 %ofor 
hadrons. The contributions have opposite signs. The sum of the lepton and 
hadron contributions gives 0.15(9) %o. It is below the 1 %o accuracy declared



B E S  I I I  <7b y  =  116.41(2) nb
particlcs | 0¾ [n6] | <Jv+a [nb] | <Tpairs \nb\ | sum [nb]

N N L O
clcctron
muon
tau

3.19544(9)
0.83245(2)

0.058674(2)

-3.55544
-0.88149(1)
-0.0633(1)

0.188856(997)
0.002003(6)

0

-0.171(1)
-0.04704(1)
-0.0046(1)

lep ton s sum : LU -0 .2 2 3 (1 )
hadrons | 1.66065(8) | -1.81(1) | 0.000539(7) -0.15(1)

B a b a Y a g a  N N LO
clcctron
muon
tau

3.1960(3)
0.83252(7)

0.058679(7)

-3.3730(2)
-0.88041(9)
-0.06323(2)

-
-0.1770(4)
-0.0479(1)

-0.00455(2)
lep ton s sum : a IA ’ -0 .2 2 9 5 (4 )

hadrons | 1.6613(3) | -1.7860(2) | -0.1247(4)
lep ton s re la tiv e  d ifferenc 0 .0 5 7 (9 )% o
h ad rons re la tiv e  d i f f e r e n c e : ™L u \/n BY 0 .2 1 (9 )% o

Table 3.5: Comparison between exact NNLO results and the approximate 
ones from BabaYaga@NLO for BES III experiment cuts at ^ = 3 .6 5  GeV
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Figure 3.11: The relative difference of NNLO massive corrections, as a func
tion of cos 6 for BES III. The sum of the lepton and hadron contribution.

by BabaYaga®NLO.
An additional scan over values of cos 6 was done to check the stability of 

the results (Figs. 3.10, 3.11). The obtained values of the accuracy are less 
than 0.3 %o. The results are stable, and there are no unexpected changes of 
accuracy.

3.5 Conclusions
Exact calculations of the NNLO massive corrections to Bhabha scattering 

are presented and compared with approximate results of the BabaYaga@NLO 
Monte Carlo generator, for four sets of cuts as close to the experimental 
ones as possible: KLOE, BaBar, BES-III, Belle. The theoretical accuracy 
of the generator BabaYaga@NLO was tested. For realistic event selections, 
the maximum observed difference is at the level of 0.07%. When cuts are 
changed, the sum of the missing pieces can reach 0.1%. This situation occurs 
for very tight acollinearity cuts for Belle.

Stability of the results for the additional event selections was examined, 
and there are no dramatic changes of accuracy. The calculations prove cor
rectness of the estimated accuracy of the BabaYaga@NLO generator. The 
approximation done for missing virtual corrections and real pair emissions is 
right for precision luminosity measurements with 10~3 accuracy.



For lepton part of the contributions, the electron-positron influence is 
dominant. The tau part is negligible. Except for KLOE, where the pair 
emission was excluded by the event selection, there is still an open question 
about contribution from real hadron emissions (different than 7r+7r- ).



Part II

NNLO ISR corrections to
e+ e~ —y hadrons(muons) in the 

PHOKHARA generator



Chapter 4

0 photon contribution in the 
PHOKHARA MC generator

The aim of this work is to prepare a new, extended version of the PHO
KHARA Monte Carlo generator [13]. The contributions without real and 
hard photon emissions were added for all available final states: 7r+7r~,
27To7r+7r“ , 27r+27r~, pp, fin , K +K ~, K °K °, 7r+7r- 7r°, A(—>■ 7r~p)A(—> ir+p), 
'i)n+n~. The virtual and soft part of the new corrections were added to the 
e+e_ vertex. These contributions will be called zero photon contribution. 
The zero photon option in present version of the PHOKHARA8.O generator 
is limited to initial state emission (ISR). Together with already existing ISR 
corrections, the new part allows for calculations of full NNLO ISR contribu
tion. The A(—»■ ir~p)A(—> 7T+p) mode is an exception, since only the NLO 
contributions are available for this case. All new contributions are based 
on those existing in the following publication [35]. The formulas presented 
in this publication and used in PHOKHARA8 .O do not contain narrow res
onances. The contributions with narrow resonances are presented in [36]. 
Inclusion of these contributions requires further work.

4.1 The NNLO ISR corrections
The set of NNLO ISR corrections in the PHOKHARA8.O Monte Carlo 

generator consists of three parts:



dcr(e+e~ —¥ hadrons (muons) + photons) = 
da(e+e~ —» hadrons (muons))

+dcr(e+e~ -» hadrons(muons) + one hard photon)
+ da(e+e~ —> hadrons (muons) + two hard photons) (4.1)

The first component da(e+e~ —> hadrons (muons)) is a new part in the gener
ator’s code and describes the zero photon emission. This part can be written 
as a contraction between a leptonie L and a hadronie (muonic) H^v tensor:

da(e+e~ -> hadrons) =  + p2; qx,-,qn) (4.2)

d $ n(pi t p2; qn) is a Lorentz invariant phase space element, pi is a 
positron four-momenta, p2 is an electron four-momenta, qi (i = 1, ..., n) de
note the outgoing particles four-momenta and s =  (pi+p2)2- The separation 
between the initial leptons described by L0̂  and the final hadrons or muons 
described by H^v allows the addition of the zero photon mode without in
terference in the part of the code that describes final states. The corrections 
were added only to the leptonie tensor, which is the same for all final states. 
The form of the tensor depends strongly on the hadron state and phe
nomenological model used in calculations. The leptonie tensor contains 
the LO, NLO and NNLO contributions to the zero photon corrections for the 
electron-positron vertex:

s 1
L\v = 1 6 ^ ( ^ ^  -  g + ̂ 1 ^ )1 -— t — t-t|2(1 + A)Z 1 — Z\yp(sj

The expression \.̂ >'KCt(jp\,lp2u — denotes Born contribution (LO) 
(Fig. 4.1). The other zero photon corrections are described by A. AVP(s) is 
the vacuum polarisation.

Avirt,lph  + A so ft,lp h  Avirt,2ph + ASoft,2ph  + Avirt,so ft,lph  (4.3)

Asoft,iph =  lo§2 (s/ ml ) +  21°g (2w)(log (s/m 2) - 1 ) -  2(2) (4.4)

where s =  (pi+p2)2, rnc - electron mass, ( 2 =  1 /67T2 - zeta Riemann function, 
and u  denotes the cut between hard and soft photon emissions and is defined 
with the use of minimal energy of hard photon (E™n) as:



Figure 4.1: Born contribution to the process e+e —> hadrons(muons)

The sum of all contributions with hard and soft photon emissions is cut 
independent.

2  a
A virt,\ph = 2Re(Fi) = — ( -  log2 (s/m2)/4 + 3 log (s/m2) -  1 + 2<2) (4.6)

7T

Im(Fi) = a  (log2 (s/m2)/2 -  ^) (4.7)

The form of the function Fi is given in the limit of s >>  m2.

A2
A _  so ft,lp h  /A 
& soft,2ph  — ...  ~----  (4.8)

A virt,soft,lph — Aso f  tilphAuirtflph (4.9)

AVirt,2ph = |-Pi|2 + 2Re(i72) (4-10)

where:

Re(-fi) =  (^ )2(log4 (s/m l) -  3lQg3 + log2 (s/ m j)(g  -  (4.11)

+ log + 3<2 +  ~ )  -  3<2 log (2) -  |  + ^ 5 )

The AS0ft,iPh comes from the corrections with one soft ISR photon presented 
in Fig. 4.2. The NLO virtual contribution AvirUlph comes from the corrections 
presented in Fig. 4.3. Both contributions, virtual Avirtilph and soft A soft%lph) 
are infra-red divergent. In both cases, the photon mass A was introduced 
to regulate these divergences and generate the terms log(A2/m2) with the 
opposite signs. In formulas Eq. 4.4 and 4.6 these terms are subtracted.

The NNLO part of the zero photon corrections consists of three parts:



A /V

Figure 4.2: The NLO soft corrections to the process e+e —)■ 
hadrons(muons)

Figure 4.3: Samples of the NLO virtual corrections to the process e+e -+ 
hadrons(muons)

• contributions with two virtual photons Avirti2Ph presented in Fig. 4.4;

• contributions with one soft and one virtual photon AVirt,soft,iPh pre
sented in Fig. 4.5;

• contributions with two soft photons &sof t,2Vh presented in Fig. 4.6.

The Avirtt2ph and A sof t p̂h contributions contain log(A2/m )̂ terms with the 
opposite signs (similarly to the NLO corrections, photon mass is used). In 
the presented formulas these terms are subtracted. The formula Eq. 4.8

Figure 4.4: Samples of the NNLO virtual corrections to the process e+e —>■

that describes Asof t2ph differs from the one presented in [35] by the factor

hadrons(muons)



‘~2 [—2(̂2(log (s/m l) + 1)2]- It is caused by different division of the two photon 
phase space in the PHOKHARA8.0 generator presented in Fig. 4.7. In his 
work [35], Berends does not use the division of the phase space as used here 
and showed in Fig. 4.7. The boundary for the contribution with two soft 
photons is defined in this case by the sum of the energies of photons:

B 1 +  Ą < Ę j„  (4 .1 2 )

Ei (i--1/2) denotes photon energy, E/rnn is the energy cut-off. In the divi
sion used in PHOKARA8.O, the conditions for the contribution with the two 
photon emission is: E\ < and E2 < E^in. These different conditions 
lead to the different limits for photon energies in the two soft photon inte
grand. Hence, this is an additional factor in Berend’s formula [35]. In case 
of PHOKHARA8 .O, this factor is included in the contributions with the real 
photon emission.

Figure 4.5: Samples of the NNLO corrections to the process e+e —+ 
hadrons(muons) with one virtual and one soft photon

Figure 4.6: Samples of the NNLO soft corrections to the process e+e“ -+ 
hadrons (muons)

The contributions da(e+e~ -+ hadrons(muons) + one hard photon) and 
da(e+e~ -+ hadrons (muons) + two hard photons) denote, respectively, the 
part with one [37] and two real hard photon emissions [37]. In both cases 
the vacuum polarisation is also included.



£\

Figure 4.7: Division of the phase space. Oph is described by da(e+e~ —> 
hadrons (muons)), Iph by da(e+e~ —>• hadrons (muons) + one hard photon) 
and 2ph by da(e+e~ —)■ hadrons (muons) + two hard photons)

4.2 The generator and numerical results
Cut independence

The structure of the hadronie tensor was not changed during implemen
tation of the zero photon part. The new part of routine that includes L 
and generates the phase space for the particles for the process e+e~ —> 
hadrons (muons) was added to the generator. The leptonie tensor is com
mon to all final states. The main test of the new routine checks the uj cut in
dependence of the total cross section a (e+e~ -» hadrons(muons) + photons). 
Two values of uj were used for this purpose: 10-4 and 10-5 . The first value 
is recommended for generator. For uj = 10-5, some negative weights are ob
served. To check, if the results of the calculations are correct in the presence 
of negative weights, Monte Carlo integrand (Eq. 7.4, 7.5) was used. The 
results for uj =  10-5 obtained by the simulation were compared with re
sults obtained with Monte Carlo integrand. The relative difference was used 
for the comparison between two values of the ui cut (Eq. 7.1) with the cross 
section obtained for u — 10-4 in denominator. The results of the test are pre
sented in Fig. 4.8 for two values of energies: \fs =  1.02 GeV and y/s—3.65



GeV. On X-axis there is a number of the mode: 0 1 (7r+7r- ), 2
(27T°7r+7r_ ), 3 (2n+2n~), 4 (pp), 5 (nn), 6 (K +K~), 7 (K °K ° ), 8 (7r°7r+7r_ ), 
9 (A(—¥ 7T~p)A(—> 7T+p)), 10 (r/7r+7r~). For the smaller energies, some modes 
are absent because the energy is too small to generate these final states. For

y/H - UnCeV

mode number

y/s — .'ł.fifićiel'

mode number

Figure 4.8: Test of the cut independence for two sample energies: y/s =1.02 
and 3 GeV

the energy /̂s -3.65 GeV there is full agreement between results for both u> 
cuts. The same agreement was observed for other tested energies (2-5 GeV). 
However, there is a small discrepancy for some modes for y/s — 1.02 GeV. It 
is caused by the fact that this is energy of narrow resonance <j). As was men
tioned before, the new contributions used in PHOKHARA8.O do not contain 
the contributions with narrow resonances. The test for y/s =  1.02 GeV is 
an example of the behaviour of the results near the resonance. So for nar
row resonances, the generator should be used carefully. For energies outside 
the close vicinity of the narrow resonance regions, the cut independence is 
confirmed.

Comparisons between KKM C4.13 and PH O K H A RA 8.O for 
flnal state

There was the possibility to make another test for the mode a (e+e~ -» 
muons + photons). The test is based on the comparison between KKMC and 
PHOKHARA7.0 presented in [38]. The integrated cross section <7/ for muon 
production is calculated as a function of q*nm according to:

vi(L in ) =  J 2 dq2 (4.13)



The comparison between the results obtained with KKMC4.13 and PHO- 
KHARA8.0 is presented in Fig. 4.9. The ratio between results is used to
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between integrated cross section obtained by 
KKMC4.13 and PHOKHARA8 .O MC generators as a function of q2nin

show the difference between codes for the two energies. The smaller energy 
was also used in the test presented in [38] . In both cases the agreement is 
very good and is at per mile level. The differences that show for q2nri close to 
s are caused by multiphoton emission that is not present in PHOKHARA8 .O.

A similar test can be done for a missing transverse momentum. Defined as 
the difference between momenta of initial and final fermions, this magnitude 
shows the significance of the contribution of the multiphoton emission. This 
contribution is absent in the PHOKHARA8.O generator. The example of the 
influence of this contribution is presented in Fig. 4.10. The left part shows 
the distribution of missing momentum and the right part the ratio between 
results obtained by KKMC4.13 and PHOKHARA8.O. The difference is not 
big but visible.

Another possible test between KKMC4.13 and PHOKHARA8.O for the 
process a (e+e~ -4 muons + photons) is a comparison of the angular distri
butions. The result of this test for energy 3 GeV is presented in Fig. 4.11. 
The average between the number of muons and antimuons as a function of 
angle was calculated with the generators. The relative difference was calcu
lated and presented as a function of cos 9. The relative difference between 
the results is equal to a few per mile. The results obtained for other checked 
energies (2, 2.5, 3 GeV) show similar behaviour.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the missing momentum distribution between 
results obtained by PHOKHARA9.0 and KKMC4.13 MC generators for the 
process with muons, y/s =  1.01942 GeV
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Muons: KKMC vs. PHOKHARA

1.5 2 2.5 A .‘1.5 
v̂ GeV

Muons: MCGJP vs. PHOKHARA

^GeV

Figure 4.12: Comparison between results obtained for PHOKHARA8.O and 
KKMC4.13 and MCGJP for different CM energies for the process of muon 
production in final state.

Energy scan for a (e+e~ —y muons + photons)

Another possible test of the generator is the comparison between the re
sults obtained for PHOKHARA9.0, KKMC4.13 and MCGJP for the process 
cr(e+e~ —f muons + photons). It is possible to compare the total cross section 
produced by the listed generators for different values of energy. The results 
are presented in Fig. 4.12. The differences between PHOKHARA8.O and the 
other two generators do not depend strongly on the center of mass energy. 
The differences are at per mile level. The bigger errors for smaller energies 
for the comparison with the MCGJP generator result from some numerical 
problems for this generator. The used version of the MCGJP generator was 
downloaded from the web page: Working Group on Rad. Corrections and 
MC Generators for Low Energies [39]. This version was not stable when 
trying to reach better accuracy for some energies. For some energies, the 
generator does not calculate the cross section when trying to increase the 
accuracy. Also, because of similar numerical instabilities caused by the used 
version of MCGJP generator, it was not possible to do this same type of 
test for pions and kaons. Both modes should, in principle, be available for 
MCGJP.

4.3 Conclusions
The new version of the generator PHOKHARA8 .O allows the user to cal

culate the full NNLO ISR corrections for various hadron final states and



muons. The generator is complementary to routines already used in experi
ments; KKMC4.13 and MCGJP. The differences between these routines and 
PHOKHARA8.O generator for muon mode are at the per mile level. More
over, all distributed PHOKHARA versions include exact kinematics in the 
one and two photon emissions.



Part III

Complete one loop corrections 
to e+ e~ —¥ 7 in the 
PHOKHARA generator



Chapter 5

One loop corrections to
e + e ~  — > n + f i ~ 7

The PHOKHARA Monte Carlo generator [14], [37] is a tool for simulation 
of the processes with photon radiation: e+e~ —> hadrons (muons) + 7  (startig 
from PHOKHARA8.O for ISR there is also mode e+e_ —»• hadrons(muons)). 
For this process, the generator contains the corrections up to the emissions 
of two real and hard photons. It allows the user to simulate a number of 
various final states: i T , 7r+7r~, 27ro7r+7r~, 27r+27r- , pp, fin , K +K ~ , K °K °, 
7r+ 7T_ 7 r° , A(—> 7r”p)A(—> 7r+p), ?/7r+7r~. The program has been already used 
in the low energy particle physics experiments like KLOE, BELLE, BES or 
BaBar. As noted in the Introduction, the mode with muons in the final 
state played a crucial role in the BaBar and KLOE analysis for the process: 
e+e~ —> 7r+7r- . The discrepancies between the results obtained for pion 
production by the KLOE and BaBar experiments called for the search of the 
source of these discrepancies.

The mode with the muon production and photon radiation (e+e~ —> 
H+li~7 ) contains the contribution up to one-loop. However the generator 
does not contain full one-loop corrections. The influence of these missing 
contributions was estimated; the estimated accuracy of the PHOKHARA8.O 
code for this mode is 0 .5 % . The progress done on the numerical calculations 
has allowed the missing contributions to be included into the PHOKHARA8.O 
generator [20]. Now, it is possible to check their size and influence on the 
error of analysis for the process with pion production.

PHOKHARA9.0, the new and extended version of the PHOKHARA8 .O 
Monte Carlo generator, was prepared and used to check the influence of the 
new contributions on the total cross section. The calculations were done with 
energies and cuts close to the experimental ones for KLOE and BaBar. In 
this chapter, the theoretical part of this work is presented.



5.1 Corrections to e+e —> ii+ fi 7
The corrections for the process e+e~ —> n+fi~ 7  can be presented as a sum 

of the contributions with emission of one and two real hard photons:

a (e+e~ -4 muons + photons) = 
a (e+e~ —»■ muons + one hard photon)

+ a(e+e~ —> muons + two hard photons) (5.1)

The contribution with the emission of one real hard photon:

a iPh — <r(e+e~ —> muons + one hard photon) (5.2)

consists of:

• a s  Born contribution with emission of one real hard photon (Fig. 5.1);

• <rs the soft part with emission of one hard and one soft photon (Fig. 5.2);

• crv - virtual corrections (Figs. 5.3, 5.4, 5.5). All these corrections inter
fere with the Born diagrams.

Figure 5.1: Born contribution to the process e+e~ -4  /i+/j~7

The contributions with emission of two real, hard photons:

C2Ph =  cr(e+e~ —>■ muons + two hard photons) (5 .3)

consists of the corrections presented in Fig. 5.6. The total cross section 
includes the square of the amplitude of the sum of all these corrections.
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Figure 5.2: The soft contributions to the process e+e —>■ fi+fj, 7

5.1.1 Missing corrections
Compared with the distributed version of the PHOKHARA Monte Carlo 

generator (PHOKHARA8.O), the new version includes the following missing 
corrections:

• the contributions with two hard photons emitted from muon line (FSR) 
Fig. 5.6c - the square of the amplitude and the interference with con
tributions: Figs. 5.6a and 5.6b;

• all interferences between corrections 5.6a and 5.6b. In PHOKHARA8 .O 
this was included only partly [37] ;

• full soft part a s when one photon is soft and one is hard (Fig. 5.2). In 
PHOKHARA8.O, only chosen fragments of this contribution were used;

• all so-called pentabox corrections presented in Fig. 5.5 that interfere 
with Born (Fig. 5.1);



Figure 5.3: Samples of triangles for the process e+e —> /i+/i 7

a

Figure 5.4: Samples of so-called boxes for the process e+e -> \i" \i 7
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Figure 5.5: Samples of so-called pentaboxes for the process e+e~ ->• /x+^“7



Figure 5.6: Samples of contributions with two real photon emissions for the 
process e+e~ —> £t+/u- 7

• box diagrams with photon radiation from final state and all interfer
ences between box diagrams (Fig. 5.4) and Born (Fig. 5.1);

• interference between triangle virtual correction (Fig. 5.3b) and Born 
part (Fig. 5.1) with radiation form ISR, and between triangle virtual 
correction (Fig. 5.3a) and Born part (Fig. 5.1) with radiation from FSR;

A study of the differences between the results obtained with PHOKHARA8 .O 
and the new one enables one to determine whether the missing parts of the 
corrections are responsible for the discrepancies between the experiments.

Before implementation to the generator, theoretical formulas were pre
pared and coded to the form useful in software. Wherever it was possible, 
a helicity method for construction of the amplitudes was used. The for
mula with the emission of two real photons was divided into two parts. The 
first part contains the process with emission of two hard photons cr2p/i(cj) 
(Fig. 5.6). For this part, the amplitude was prepared and the cross section 
was calculated numerically. The second part contains all diagrams with one 
hard and one soft photon as(uj) (Fig. 5.2). Here the integration over the soft 
photon was done analytically. Both parts are separated by infrared cut-off
u. This cut is defined as:

E cu t  , _ . N <5-4>
where in the numerator there is a maximum energy of soft photon and in the 
denominator there is an energy of initial particles.

For virtual corrections, two versions of software were created with differ
ent calculation methods: [40] and [41]. This is very important due to the 
fact that it was possible to test this part of the calculations independently.



Coordinate system and momenta convention

In this part of the work, the following convention is used:

• Pi - positron (e+) four-momenta;

• P2 - electron (e~) four-momenta;

• qi - antimuon (fi+) four-momenta;

• g2 - muon (p~) four-momenta;

• ki, k2 - photons four-momenta.

All calculations are made in the centre of mass frame of the e+e~ . Incom
ing positrons move along the z-axis. It means that: pi = (E, 0,0, \JE2 — m2) 
and p2 =  (E ,0 ,0 ,—̂ /E2 — m2).

5.2 Two hard photon emissions
For all hard photon emissions, the helicity method for calculations of the 

amplitudes was used. The convention introduced in [42] was adapted. The 
gamma matrices are defined in the following form:

r  =  ( J i  ^ )  , // = 0, 1, 2, 3 , (5.5)

The following convention was used for the other matrices:

4 = (  a- (l ) . (5-6)

M y =F(a + taz) a° ±  a6 J  v '

The spinors u and v in helicity basis for a particle and an antiparticle are 
given by:

u(v M _ ( V e ~ M p\ x ( p , a )  \ _ (  uj \ 
U^ X)- { V E T W \ x ( p , X ) )  = [ n u )  ’
v(r \ ) ~ (  ~ XV e  +  Mp \ x ( p , - A )  \ _  f  vi \ (
V{P'X) ~  V A y E 3 A | iIx(p ,-A ) )  -  1  vn )  ' <5-8>



Where helicity A/2 =  ± l /2 .
The helicity eigenstates x(p, A) are expressed in terms of the polar and 

azimuthal angles of the momentum vector p:

x (p + 1) =  (  . , cos(6?/2)y e^sin (0/2) J

t (  ~ e ^  sin (0 /2) \ ( ,
cos (¢ /2) )  ■ <5'9>

They are presented in the general form for particles of four-momentum p  =  
(E , p). However, for the incoming particles in our coordinate system they 
can be presented in the following form:

x (p i , + i )

x(Pi, -1)=( J  ) • (5.10)

for positron and

X(p2,+1) =
0

- 1

X (P 2 ,~ 1)  =  (  0 )  ' (5 , 1 1 )

for electron.
For all our calculations, the complex polarisation vectors in the helicity 

basis are defined for the real photons:

£^(k i , Aj =  ) =  —— (O, ±  cos 0i cos fa  +  i sin fa, 
v 2

±  cos 6i sin fa  — i cos fa , =p sin #,) , (5.12)

with i =  1,2.

5.2.1 Two photon emission F S R  amplitude
One of the new NLO contributions in the PHOKHARA9.0 MC gener

ator is the emission of two real hard photons from final states. Here the 
calculations of the amplitudes are presented.

FSR diagrams with two real photon emissions can be divided into three 
groups:



• diagrams with emission of both photons from antimuon line (Fig. 5.7a.);

• diagrams with emission of both photons form muon line (Fig. 5.7b.);

• diagrams with emission of one photon from muon and one from an
timuon line (Fig. 5.7c.).

a.

c.

Figure 5.7: The FSR hard photon corrections to the process e+e~ —1 7

An amplitude for the first diagram (emission of photons from n+ line) 
written with use of Feynman rules got the following form:

Mi =  u(q2) ie Y  i
-# 1  -  #2 ~  +  rry , 

(-/¾  -  k2 -  q-i)2 -  m2

k -  4\ +  mll .

(-/¾  -  qx)2 -  m2 e+e-

s 2 k i• q\{2k\• q\ -)- 2k2~ q\ -(- 2/¾• /¾)



Here J*+e-  denotes a current of the incoming particles.

jf+e-(Ai, A2) =  Jf+e- =  - ie u {p i, X1)^su(p2, A2) (5.15)

It is possible to write Mi into a more useful form. In the next step, the 
Dirac equation is used. The expression with the spinor u can be expressed 
as follows:

“ (f t)w y /' =  u(q2)42Y  (5.16)

Here anticommutation rules for the gamma matrices are used:

u{q2)i2lv =  u(q2)q2a{ - Y T  + 2 \gv a ) (5.17)

The same procedure works for the spinor v.

=  - f d i v i q i )  (5.18)

-  f i 4 M qi) =  V  +  2 / 17) (5.19)

Below the part of the outgoing current is written:

A v =  u(q2)Y(~H\  - ^ 2 - ^ 1 +  1 - ^ 1 +  m^)fxv{q 1) (5.20)

- v f a W i - f a  - H z - 4 i -  qiM qi)
- u ( q 2) 2 q ^ 1f 1u(q1)

QiM qi)

It can be split into four parts.

A v = A\ + A% +  A vz +  A% (5.21)

For example the first part has the following form:

Ai =  u(q2)Y (~ H i M ftV ifM q i)  (5.22)
=  u(q2 y f  {Vi +  H2 +  Q M W ifM n )

with Q  =  4i +  '̂2-The matrices axe multiplied:

A l =  u^{q2)[a''_{kt +  k+ +  Q+y 2- k t e l - ] M q i) (5.23)
+ ^ //(92)^+(^1 + k2 +  Q )£*2rk 1 £*i+]vn{q{)



By doing the same for the other parts of Av and putting them into the 
amplitude, the following form is received:

Mi =  ^ { u f  {q2)[(T-(kf +  +  Q +) -  2:<£]el~[kt£{~ +  2(e*- qi)\vi(qi)

+ u fj(q2)[<Tl(ki +  /^ +  Q~) ~ 2q2H +[ki£*i+ +  2(eJ- qi)]vn {q i)}

__________ Jve ff- ___________ (5-24)
kv q i{ky  qi +  k2- qx +  ky  k2)

This same procedure used for the other five diagrams gives the following 
results:

M 2 =  ^ { u f ( q 2)[(T-(kt +  14  +  Q +) -  2q2]£*i~[k̂ £*2~ +  2(e*2- qi)\vi(qi) 

+ un(Q2)[crl(K + k2 + Q - ) -  2qu2\£{+[k2 £*2+ +  2{£*2• qi)}vn {qi)}

1------  -VJT - ----- -T -7 -T  (5-25)&2* 9i(m* ¢1 +  k2* +  fci* £2) 

Ms =  ^ { ^ / ( 92)(̂ 2 k2 +  2(^2-¾ )]^ [( î* +  ^  +  Q+)<^ — 2q\]vi(qi) 

+ un(Q‘2)[e2+ 2̂ + 2(^2^ 2))^^((^1 + k2 +  Q )(7+— 2q\]vI I (qi)}
Jve+e~

k2- q2(k i■ q2 +  k2■ q2 +  ky  k2)
(5.26)

e3
Mą =  T s{u i(q 2)[£ *rk i  +  2 ( * q2)]£*2-[(kt +  k+ +  Q+) ° -  ~  WMqi)

+ tt^ (f t )K +fcr +  2(e;- f t ) ] e r  P r  +  ** +  q ~ k  -  2 g n M « i) }
Jve+e~

ky q2{k y  q2 +  k2■ q2 +  ky  k2)
(5.27)

-e3
M5 =  - ^ - { u j { q 2)[£*2 k% +  2(e*r  ę2)k *  (2(e*- qi) +  k f  e* M tfi)

+ u £ (fc )[e ;+*2_ +  2 (4 -  « 2 )K [2 (c;- ¢ )  +  fc r< M > » fo )}„ . , (5.28)
(m - qi)\k2■ q2)

Mq =  - ^ - ( ^ / ( 92)(̂ 1 ^ + 2(5^-92)1̂ ( 2(^2- 91) +  ^62  1̂ /(91)

+ t* A (* )K +* r  +  2(e;- f e ) K ( 2(£; - f t> + ^ r i M a ) } ,,.  , (5.2¾
lfc2- 92J



I t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  p r e s e n t  t h e  c o m p l e t e  a m p l i t u d e  f o r  t h e  p r o c e s s  o f  e m i s s i o n  

o f  t w o  f i n a l  s t a t e  r e a l  p h o t o n s  i n  a  m o r e  c o n s i s t e n t  f o r m :

M  (A M+ , A i ,  A2)  =  v \ ( X ^ + )  A  ( A i ,  A2)  u i ( Am- )

+  u l/ ( A #x+ )-B  ( A i , X 2 ) u n ( X tl~ )  , ( 5 . 3 0 )

T h e  s a m e  c o n v e n t io n  w a s  u s e d  f o r  t h e  P H O K H A R A 8.O M C  g e n e r a t o r  f o r  

t h e  I S R  h a r d  p a r t .  T h e  m a t r i c e s  A  a n d  B  a r e  d e f i n e d  a s  f o l l o w s :

&l£* 05 + a  t£ x CLg

4 s  ( k y q i ) ^  ( k 2 - q \ ) N \  ( k 2 - q 2 ) N 2

a n ^ 2  a 9 a 7 j p+ p-  a 3 a\\Je+e- ah
(,k r q 2 ) N 2 ( k v  q i ) ( k 2 - q 2 )  ( k 2 - q i ) ( k v  q 2 ) )

( 5 . 3 1 )

B (  A i , A 2 )
-̂2- 2̂  O4

4 s  (fc r  g i)A ^ x
•( + a 2e l + a 6 + a§e:*+aio

+ai2e2 Oio a8J e+e-

(fc2-ęi)iVi (k2-q2)N2 

a12^e+eG4

(^1-92)^2 (^1- 91)(^2-^2) (^2-91)(^1-¾) )

( 5 . 3 2 )

— ^ 1-91 +  ^2" 9 i  +  & r  k 2

N 2 =  k\ - 92 -)- /¾- 92 1̂ - 2̂ 

al =  J 7+e~(Pt + P t ) ~ 2Q2- Je+e~ 
«2 =  Je+e-(P l + P 2 ) ~  292- Je+e- 

a3 =  fc^ i + 2(£*-ę i)  
°4 =  &i î"1" +  2(e^- ¢1)
a 5 =  /:̂ 62 +  2( ^ -  91)  

a6 =  k2 e%+ +  2(e*2- 9i) 

a 7 =  e g  ^ 2 +  2 ( ^ - 92)  

a8 ~  ^ 2+ 2̂ +  2( e 5- ¢ 2) 

0 9  =  (/>+ + P 2) ^ e + e -  ~  29 l ‘ ^ e+ e -  

OlO =  ^  + P 2 ) J e + e -  ~  29 l ‘ J e + e ~  

a n  =  k i  +  2( e * -  92) 

012 =  6^^1 ^ 2( 5^ - 52)

( 5 . 3 3 )



The presented structure of the FSR amplitude was used inside the PHO- 
KHARA9.0 MC generator for calculations. Inside the PHOKHARA9.0 MC 
generator, the amplitude for the FSR two hard photon emissions was added 
to the part of the code that contains the emission of two hard photons from 
the initial line and mixing radiation: one hard photon ISR and one FSR. This 
combination allows the acquisition of all possible interferences between the 
diagrams with two real and hard photon radiations. In next section, the re
sults of calculations and the analytical formulas for corresponding diagrams, 
with one soft and one hard photon, are presented.

Gauge invariance

The full set of the diagrams for FSR of two photons is gauge invariant. 
This property can be used as a primary test of the correctness of the obtained 
formula Eq. 5.30. In practice, it means that the amplitude M is equal to 0 
in the following cases:

• in formula 5.30 both photon polarisations are replaced by corresponding 
photon momenta: e\ — k i, e 2 =  ^2;

• in formula 5.30 exactly one of the photon polarisations are replaced by 
corresponding photon momenta: £\ =  /¾ or e2 ~  k2.

Both of these possibilities were checked for the analytical expression using 
the FORM [44] algebra system and gave expected results. The numerical 
test of the obtained formulas are presented in the next chapter.

5.3 Soft photon emission
As it was mentioned before, the phase space for the contribution with 

the emission of two photons was divided into two parts, soft and hard. Both 
parts depend on the infrared cut-off u, but their sum is cut independent. 
The two real and hard photon’s set of corrections requires the addition of 
the contributions with one hard and one soft photon. Only then are obtained 
results of calculations independent of the applied cut uj. Figure 5.2 presents 
a class of necessary corrections. One of the photons is hard and one is soft. 
The part that contains only ISR photons has been already presented in the 
PHOKHARA8.O MC generator with some chosen interferences between two 
ISR photons and the contributions with one ISR and one FSR photon. The 
square of the amplitude for the full soft correction can be written as a product 
of the Born amplitude square and an integrand over the soft photon phase



space. It is possible to write the soft part of the cross section a s as a sum of 
six parts (Fig. 5.2):

a t =  I  +  I I  + I I I  +  IV  +  V +  V I (5.34)

Where:

I
—a  
47r / d3kx

Eki
[ r f  P2 1 Pm P2m
Pl-fcl fcr p2 pr fci kx-p2 \M XISr \2 (5.35)

I I

r A J

- a  f d3kx 
4 7T J E kl

d3k  1 I- _  P2 

a  f  d3kx
47r J E kl

Pi P2 ’ Pm P2// '
pr fci fcr p2 Pi-fci k y p 2

92/x
_Q2 ' k\ kv qi

r u m i  
% % 92M Qin

¢2- 1̂ fci-gi q2-k x k y q i

\M1FSR\2 (5.36) 

' m iis r m ifsr  

\Mu s r \2

I I I
f d 3kx

1i

92/! 3V
!  E kl .92-^1 &i- ¢1 .92-^1 A:r gi

\MiFs r \2 (5.37)

/1 / =
—a
2 7

Re (/
cPfcx
E kl

Pi P2

a
27T

Re

Pi-fci kx-p2
Ą  |-_rf p£ 
E t

Pifi P2M
Pi-fci k1-p2 

Q2ti Qin

' MIfs r M i i s r j

pr ki k r p2 q2-k x kx-qx \Mu sr\2 )(5.38)

F  = /  [  d3kx

1"s?

3.<N
1

' Pin Pin '
E kl q2-k x k v qx Pi -k x k y p 2_

l-M1F5^|2 j (5.39)

- ~ R e (  [ fh LeL _

27T V-/ Eki LPr^i &rP2
92̂ Vin

.92-^1 fci-9i.
‘ M*is r M ifsr

V I
2?r

( f d3k x Pi P2 Q2fi qifi\J E kl .Pi-^i kx-p2 q2-k x kx-qx ' -^l/5ft-^lF5ftJ(5.40)

The sum of the presented parts of the soft contribution can be written in 
the following form (Mx1Sr , MXFSR - amplitudes with one hard photon from



initial and final state, a b - Born cross section):

a ,  =  —  /  ^  ( -Ą -  -  IM u s r  +  M 1FSR\2 (5.41)
J Ekl \ pi-ki kv p2J

—a  f  d3ki f  pi 
Air
—a  f  dzk\ (  q2 
47T

- a  f  d3ki (  p%
2tt

J E kl X q r h  kr q i)

f P  (4 --  1T~) - + M'™>!J E kl \pi-kx k\-p2)  y q r h  kr qxJ

- a  r d %  Y  Pi _  P2 \ /
4ir J E kl L VPi- *1 kr P 2 j  V«

\ n 2
¢2 qi

KPv ki k v p2)  \q2 - h  kv q1/
a B  (5.42)

Vs =  F(pi,p2,qu q2, u)aB  (5.43)

Function F(pi,p2, qi,q2,u) can be presented as a sum of three ingredients:

F(P i,P 2 , 91,92,^) =  F ISR(p1,p2,u ) +  2FINT(p1,p2,q 1,q2,uj)
+ F FSR(qi,q2,uj) (5.44)

FI$R(P l, P2, . )  =  ^  (5.45)
4tt J Ekj VPi'«i ^i-P2/ 

i W „ , f t ,  - )  = ^  [  P  ( Ą -  -  j S - V 1 (5.46)4tt J  Ekl \ q r k i kvQ lJ

FlNT(Pl,P2,qi,q2 , u ) =  (5.47)
- a  f  d3ki f  pj* P2 \ (  ¢2̂  giM
47T

r /  p j* _  _p|_x /  ¢2̂  _  \
J Ekl \ p v k i  k\mp2)  \q2- h  kv q i)

Analytical integration

To solve the integrand F (p i ,p 2,q 1,q2,u ), a change of variables to the 
spherical coordinate system is done.

d3ki =  I ki\2dkid<pdcos(f) (5.48)

The discussed soft contribution is infrared divergent. To resolve this, reg- 
ularisation with a photon mass A is used. The logarithmic part of the soft



contribution that contains the photon mass cancels with the appropriate con
tribution coming from the virtual part. This cancellation was done before 
the formulas were used in the PHOKHARA9.0 code. There remains only the 
uj cut dependence, which cancels with contribution by the two hard photons 
(Fig. 5.6). After the introduction of the photon mass A, its energy can be 
written as:

E 2kl =  N 2 +  A2 (5.49)

To merge two denominators into one, a substitution is used [43]. It 
is based on the relationship Eq. 7.8 (Appendix). In the presented case, 
a =  kjqi, b =  k}Pj i,j =1,2. It gives the:

1 _
(kv  p j)(kv

The new four-momenta is defined as:

px =  xqz +  ( 1 -  x)pj (5.51)

The function F (p 1,p 2 ,q i ,q 2,u )  can be written in a form of sum of a two 
components. The first one Fw(p i,p 2,q i ,q 2 ,oj) depends on u  cut and the 
lepton four-momenta, while the second one F fin(p1,p2,q i ,q 2) depends only 
on the lepton four momenta. The part with log oj is in the following form:

I
dx

0 (Px-kx)2
(5.50)

Fu(Pi,P2, 9i>92,w) — FISRW{p\,P2-,u) + 2FINTuj(pu p2, qi,q2,v)

+ ^ 5^ ( 91, 92,^ ) (5.52)

FlSRuj(Pl,P2,v) =  — — 
7T Spe

log I (5.53)

FFSRu>(qi,q2,u) =
2a
7T

1 - l o g  (5.54)

2 (— lyp̂ q, log A1+%) (Pity)2 \ .
fxntu,(pi,p2,91192,̂ ) = — T ---- r . m=—los ( K5-55)

* 2J i m ) 2 -  " “m2m2



/3e =  \A -  H 2/ s

Pr =  y] 1 -  4m2 /g 2 

/¾ =  y /1 -  m2em l/(p ,q3)2 (5.56)

The finite part of the soft contribution calculated in the e+e-  center of mass 
frame contains a number of dilogarithm contributions and is presented in 
Appendix 7.0.6.

Approximation The analytical solution of the integral 5.44 is made with 
the use of the approximations for the limits of the calculated integrands. 
As was mentioned before, the photon mass A is used for the regularisation. 
The solution of integral 5.44 depends on the ratio j ,  where A denotes the 
maximal value of the length of the soft photon vector \k\ and is connected 
with energy of the soft cut E^t =  Uy/s according to the following formula: 
A =  \JEfmt — A2. The following approximation is used in the solution of 
Eq. 5.44 (A/A «  1):

/(x)2 + 1 = t \/1 + (!) ssx+°(i) <557)
It means that the hard soft cut independence is consistent to the level of the 
leading terms of the soft contribution, proportional to A. This approximation 
does not omit any terms that are divergent when the photon mass goes to 0.

5.4 Virtual corrections
The one-loop virtual corrections for the process of muon pair production, 

included in the PHOKHARA9.0 MC generator, are divided into three gauge 
invariant groups. The first one, presented in Fig. 5.5, contains pentagon 
diagrams (Fig. 5.5a, b) complete with box diagrams (Fig. 5.5c, d). Pentagons 
do not form a class of gauge independent diagrams. Together with box 
diagrams with emission of the real photon from the external line, they are 
gauge independent. The sum of these diagrams is multiplied by tree level 
diagrams (Born) presented in Fig. 5.1. This class of contributions is called 
the pentabox contribution.



The second gauge independent class of virtual corrections constitutes box 
(box-triangle) contributions. The samples of diagrams of this class are pre
sented in Fig. 5.4. In this case both virtual and real photons are located in 
the same vertex, and are multiplied by the Born diagrams (Fig. 5.1).

Two different routines were used for numerical calculations of the pentabox 
and box contributions: written in the double precision routine, based on 
PJFry library [41], and the quad precision routine [40]. The first routine 
requires use of the CERNLIB library and uses the trace method. The second 
one is an independent software that does not use any external libraries and 
uses the helicity method for calculations. The existence of two independent 
routines enables their proper implementation in the PHOKHARA generator 
and correctness of the codes used for calculations to be check. It is espe
cially important for the pentabox contribution, since this has not been used 
for calculations in physical regions. Both codes reproduced a result for one 
phase space point for the one loop virtual corrections presented in [45].

The third gauge invariant class of contributions, triangles, consists of 
diagrams presented in Fig. 5.3. The sum of these diagrams interferes with 
Born. The missing part of the triangle contributions can be written in the 
following form:

Here M i s r M*f s r  is the interference between the ISR and FSR parts of Bom  
amplitude. The coefficients Vi (i =  1,2,3) have the following form:

— Re[(Vri +  V2 +  2½ )M is r MPs r ] (5.58)

5 q2 — 12m2
Vl = -----^ ------ loS (Pa) -  4 -  2 log q fm  (5.59)

H P/i

P/i
(5.60)

V3 =  log (s/m 2)2 +  log (s/m 2) - 4 + - ^ (5.61)



Here:

4 .  =  (1  (5.62)

^  =  2T T Ę  ( 5 ' 6 3 )

n  =  (5.64)

The missing triangle corrections are coded inside the PHOKHARA9.0 gener
ator with the use of existing routines. However, the package PJFry also con
tains the routine eemmgloopmix, which calculates the triangle corrections. 
So it is possible to test proper implementation of the missing contributions 
in the generator. Both routines are written in double precision.



Chapter 6

Numerical studies of
e+e~ —¥ jJ,+ 7 in
PHQKHARA9.0

6.1 Tests in PHOKHARA9.0 for e+e —» /i+^ 7

In Chapter 5, information about the one loop corrections to the process 
e+e~ - 4  / i + //“ 7  used for the development of the PHOKHARA Monte Carlo 
generator was presented. All prepared formulas were coded inside the gener
ator. Various numerical tests were made to check the proper implementation 
of the prepared formulas:

• test of the agreement between the trace and helicity method for the 
amplitudes with the hard emission of two FSR photons;

• comparison for the soft contribution between the analytical formula 
and the numerical integral for the space phase points generated by 
PHOKHARA9.0;

• test of the agreement between quad and double precision for the soft 
analytical formula;

• test for the cut independence between the hard and soft contribution;

• test of the agreement between two independent subroutines for all vir
tual corrections.

For all general tests, two energies of the incoming particles were used: 
y/s =  1.02 GeV and 10.56 GeV. The smaller energy characterises the KLOE



experiment and the bigger characterises the BaBar experiment. Additional 
cuts describing these experiments were not added.

The KLOE and BaBar cuts used in the calculations are presented in 
Appendix 7.0.7.

There are two types of the PHOKHARA generator accuracy. The first 
one, called the technical accuracy of the generator, results from used cj 
cuts, development of the formulas, etc. The second one is the physical 
accuracy of the generator related with the missing corrections. In case of 
PHOKHARA8.O, it is equal to 0.5% and is related to missing corrections 
like, for example ISR corrections with three real photons.

In the tests presented in this chapter, we are mostly focusing on technical 
accuracy. Only the results of the comparison between PHOKHARA8.O and 
PHOKHARA9.0 for KLOE and BaBar cuts check the influence of the missing 
NLO corrections at the physical accuracy.

6.1.1 Hard photons emission 
Gauge invariance

In paragraph 5.2.1, the gauge test for the formulas that describe the 
process of the emission of two real photons emitted from final particles line 
is presented. The gauge test was also done numerically. The tested formulas 
were coded inside the PHOKHARA9.0 MC generator.

Two energies were used for the gauge test: y/s =  1.02 GeV and 10.56 GeV. 
In both cases the double precision code was used and three tests were made. 
In the first case both polarisation vectors of hard photons were replaced by 
the corresponding photon four momenta. In the other two cases, one of the 
photon polarisation vectors was replaced by the photon four-momenta. In all 
these cases and both energies, half a million space phase points generated by 
PHOKHARA9.0 were used. No values of the amplitude square bigger than 
10~15 are noticed. For the double precision code it means numerical zero. As 
such, gauge independence of the new PHOKHARA9.0 code for the part that 
contains two hard photon emissions from the final state is confirmed.

Helicity vs. trace method

The amplitudes in the PHOKHARA9.0 MC generator are mostly calcu
lated with the use of the helicity method. Furthermore, the part of the code 
containing the two real hard photon emissions is prepared that way. The 
formula for the emission of two hard FSR photons is presented in the form of 
Eq. 5.30. To check the correctness of its implementation inside the genera-



NO C U T S  v's =  1.02 [GeV]
0-2phjsR =  6.791 (5) [nb]
vtphpREs =8.28(2) [nb]

(t2ph =8.591(4) [nb]
helicity: cr2phpSR =0.1016 [nb]

trace: (72phpsR =0.1016 [nb]
trace helicity

|A|> a  a [nb] a  a  [nb] Neuent
0 . 0 0 0 1 1(2) - 10"13 1 (2) - 10"13 1

0 . 0 0 0 0 1

NrH1OrHOOrH 1(8) - 10-12 8
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 8(9)-10- 12 8(9)-10- 12 66

Table 6.1: The comparison between helicity and trace method for the emis
sion of two real and hard photons for the energy -^ = 1 .0 2  GeV

tor, the trace method was used. The new FORTRAN routine with the trace 
amplitude was created with the use of the FORM [44] algebra system and 
coded inside the PHOKHARA9.0 generator. The results obtained with these 
two methods were compared for every set of four momenta generated by the 
generator. The comparison between results obtained with these two meth
ods checks the correctness of the coded analytical formula. The calculations 
were done for two energies y/s =1.02 GeV and y/s =10.56 GeV without any 
additional event selection. The amplitude square for the trace method was 
compared with the amplitude square for the helicity method summed over 
all polarisations.

The relative difference was used to analyse the agreement of both methods 
of calculations according to formulas Eq. 7.1 and 7.2. The result obtained 
with the helicity method was taken as a reference in denominator.

The results obtained with the helicity and trace method were used to cal
culate the part of the total cross section with two real hard photons emitted 
from the muon-antimuon line (FSR) a2phFSR. In both cases the Monte Carlo 
integrand (Eq. 7.4, 7.5) was used. The results are presented in Tab. 6.1 and 
6.2. Here a 2ph is the complete cross section for the emission of two real hard 
photons obtained with PHOKHARA9.0. It contains all two hard photon con
tributions and their interferences. <r2phlSR denotes the part of the total cross 
section with the emission of two real photons from the electron-positron line. 
It was calculated with PHOKHARA9.0. cr2phPRES contains all contributions 
to the two real photon emissions available in PHOKHARA8.O.

Tab. 6.1 and 6.2 also contain the contributions to the complete two real



NO C U T S  y 'i  =  10.56 [GeV]
<72phISR =  0.223(2) [nb]

V2phPRES =  0.295(2) [nb]
a 2ph =  0.3042(7) [nb]

helicity: <72PhFSR =  0.0059(3) [nb]
trace: <72phFSR =  0.0059(3)[nb]

trace helicity
|A| > a  a [nb] a  a [nb] Neuent
0.0001 3 .9 (8 )-10-15 3 .9(8)-10~15 71

0.00001 4 (4 )-1 0 -14 4 (4 )-1 0 -14 679
0.000001 4 (5 )-1 0 -13 4 (5 )-1 0 -13 6961

Table 6.2: The comparison between helicity and trace method for the emis
sion of two real and hard photons for the energy </5=10.56 GeV

hard photon cross section a2ph given by the results with the worst value 
of the relative difference |A| obtained during the calculations - a  a- These 
contributions were calculated for the results obtained using the helicity and 
trace method. The comparison between these results and the value of cr2phFSR 
checks if the difference between used methods is big enough to affect the 
generator’s accuracy. The accuracy of the generator needed for the KLOE 
and BaBar calculations is equal to 10-4 . In that case the relative difference 
|A| should be better than 10-4 . If there are some points with a worse value of 
the relative difference, then it is necessary to check the size of the contribution 
to the complete result given by these points. If the contribution is below the 
needed accuracy then the differences do not affect the complete result of 
calculations and the methods are in agreement.

The statistic for the test with energy y/s =1.02 GeV is equal to 9662172 
checked configurations of particles generated by PHOKHARA9.0. Only for 
66 of them the result of the relative difference is bigger than 10-6 and for 
7329103 is better than 10-13.

The contribution a  a given by the 66 phase space configurations with 
IA j > 10 6 (configurations with the worst agreement between methods) is 
presented in Tab. 6.1. The size of the ratio of to cr2phFSR is below 10-10, 
both for the helicity and trace method. Both methods are in agreement.

For energy y/s =10.56 GeV (Tab. 6.2), the results of the amplitude square 
for 9740543 phase space configurations are collected. 6018585 phase space 
configurations give results of the relative difference between the helicity and 
trace method better than 10-13. For 6961 phase space configurations the



value of relative difference is bigger than 10-6 , but their contribution to the 
total cross section (T2phFSR is still at the level of 10~10. Both methods are in 
agreement.

6.1 .2  Soft photon contribution 
Analytical vs. numerical version

In Section 5.3 the analytical solution of the soft photon emission is pre
sented where the photon energy cut is given in an arbitrary reference frame. 
The result of that calculation was coded to PHOKHARA9.0. Results avail
able in the existing literature are obtained in a selected reference frame, 
while in a Monte Caro generator a result in an arbitrary frame is needed. 
The test that checks the implementation of the soft formula was done nu
merically. The computer code that calculates numerically the results of the 
function F (p i ,p 2 ,q i,q 2 ,u ) presented in Section 5.3 (Eq. 5.44) was prepared. 
The Monte Carlo method for the calculations of this integral was used. The 
calculations were done in the spherical coordinate system. The code has the 
following structure:

• a set of the four momenta for leptons e+ , e~ , fj+, with the value of 
q2 generated by the PHOKHARA9.0 MC generator is chosen;

• in loop, for the declared number of draws N , values of integrated vari
ables: (j) angle, cos 9 and 1^1 are generated in the limits of integration;

• soft photon four momenta /¾ is calculated for the generated variables;

• value for the integrand function U is calculated with the k\ four mo
menta;

• the value I  of the integrand and its error is calculated according to the 
formulas for the MC integrand (Eq. 7.4, 7.5).

The computer code for the soft photon contribution was constructed to 
check separately an integrand with FSR and ISR photons and the integrands 
containing products: piqx, p xq2, p2qi, p m -

The comparison was done for two energies y/s = 1 .02 ,10 .56  [GeV] to check 
the analytical formulas. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 present examples of the relative 
differences for two random space phase points.

Because of the approximation done during the calculations of the analyt
ical formulas, the analytical and numerical results should be in agreement in 
the first order of approximation proportional to the ratio The results in 
Tab. 6.3, 6.4 show this behaviour.



V ^  = 1.02 [GeV] 10.56 [GeV]
A - K
A Fa

FSR:
IO- 5 0.00001(2) 0.00005(9)
lO"4 0.00001(1) 0.00001(4)
IQ”3 0.00001(4) 0.00001(2)

ISR:
lO"5 0.00018(9) 0.0003(3)
lO”4 0.00005(5) 0.0001(1)
10“3 0.00112(1) 0.00107(4)

Table 6.3: The comparison for the soft formula between results obtained 
analytically Fa and with numerical calculations Fn for two energies and three 
values of the ratio

V^ = 1.02 [GeV] 10.56 [GeV]
A
A Fa

INTERFERENCE:
P i-q*

10-5 0.0001(2) 0.0001(4)
10-4 0.00001(6) 0.0001(1)
10-3 0.00527(2) 0.00407(6)

Pi-Qi
10-5 0.0001(2) 0.0001(4)
10-4 0.00001(7) 0.0002(2)
10-3 0.00564(2) 0.00559(8)

P2-q2
10-5 0.0002(2) 0.0002(3)
10-4 0.00003(8) 0.0002(2)
10-3 0.00614(3) 0.00404(6)

P2-qi
10-5 0.0002(2) 0.0001(4)
10-4 0.00003(8) 0.0002(2)
10-3 0.00669(3) 0.00498(7)

Table 6.4: The comparison for the soft formula between results obtained 
analytically F a and with numerical calculations Fn for two energies and three 
values of the ratio



Berends formula for ISR

For the ISR part of the soft contribution, it is possible to compare the 
results from the PHOKHARA9.O MC generator with the results for the for
mula published by Berends [46]. PHOKHARA9.0 works in the e +e~ centre 
of mass frame. Positron and electron four-momenta are calculated at the 
beginning of the simulation and do not change during the computation. The 
ISR part of the soft contribution depends only on y / s  and electron, positron 
initial four-momenta, so for a given u  cut and energy, it is constant.

In Table 6.5 the comparison between results obtained for the ISR soft 
formula included in PHOKHARA9.0 and for the Berends formula is presented 
for two values of energy. The results of the test for the logarithmic and the 
finite part of the correction are presented separately. The agreement between

V^ = 1.02 [GeV] 10.56 [GeV]
ISR correction

ISR ph -0.802376749923983 -1.16687884577329
ISR b e r -0.802376749956546 -1.16687885148792

ISH b e r - I S K PH
IS R r r r

-4*10-11 -4* IQ-9
ISR correction - finite part

ISRptf -0.240597402826786 -0.420138143711782
ISRbeh -0.240597402859349 -0.420138149426412

I S R r k r —I S R p h  

I S R b e r -1*10~10 .1 * 1 0 -8
IS]I  correction - logarithmic part

ISRph -0.561779347097197 -0.746740702061512
ISR b e r -0.561779347097197 -0.746740702061511

I S R r k r —I S R p h  
I S R r k r

-2*io-i6 -7* 1 0 -16

Table 6.5: The comparison between Berends soft formula ISRber  and the 
new ISRp// for two energies y/s =1.02 and 10.56 GeV

formulas is very good. The fact that the agreement for finite part is worse 
for bigger energy indicates that for even higher energies some expansions of 
the soft formula may be needed.

Stability of the soft code

To check if the code containing the soft corrections was stable, a second 
version of the soft routine in quadrupole precision was prepared. This routine 
preserves the structure of the double precision version. Both subroutines



calculate values of the soft function F(pi, p2, </1, Q2 , (Eq. 5.44). The results 
obtained by both versions were compared in the same phase space points.

SOFT
1.02 GeV 10.56 GeV KLOE BaBar

|AS| number of events
<  10-14 6037 12 7936 3

(1 0 -14, 1 0 -13 > 53332 83 71849 64
(1 0 -13, 1 0 -12 > 530396 1045 718220 494
(10"12, 1 0 -11 > 4631194 10440 6059503 5075
(10-11, 1 0 -10 > 4338839 106648 3142492 50845
(10~10, 10-9 > 407115 1354114 0 1038164
(lO-9, 10-* > 32961 6468603 0 8905355

At
-10t-H

0
010r-H 126 1311198 0 0

(10- 7, lO"6 > 0 563875 0 0
(io~6, 10-5 > 0 158423 0 0
(lO"5, lO”4 > 0 23507 0 0
(10- 4, 0.001 > 0 1953 0 0
(0.001,0.01 > 0 99 0 0

Table 6.6: The comparison between results obtained for the soft formula 
written in quad precision and the results obtained for the double precision 
soft formula. The rows contain the number of checked values that give |AS|. 
For KLOE and BaBar the event selection with q2 G< 0.34,0.96 > GeV2 was 
chosen.

Table 6.6 presents the results of the comparison between double and quad 
precision. 107 sets of the variables were used for this test. This test was made 
for energies 1.02 and 10.56[GeV] without additional angular and energetic 
cuts, and for cuts close to the ones used in the KLOE and BaBar experiments. 
The relative difference A s was calculated as a difference between the quad 
and double result in the numerator and the quad value in the denominator. 
Table 6.6 contains the number of events corresponding to the given interval 
of |AS|.

The agreement between codes is very good. For y/s — 1.02 GeV, the 
accuracy between codes described by the relative difference is better than 
10-7 . Most of the examined cases (9500249 points) give results from interval
<  10“ 13,1 0 “ 10 > . For the KLOE experimental cuts, the accuracy is better 
than 10~10. For BaBar the accuracy is better than 10-8 . The worst result 
of the comparison is for a/ s =  10.56 GeV without additional cuts. For 99 of



the checked points, the accuracy is between <  10-3 , 10-2  > . An additional 
test was done to check if there is any specific case of that result. The q2 
distribution for the points with |AS| >  0.00001 is presented in Fig. 6.1. For 
q2 <  2.5 GeV2, the percentage of points with |AS| >  0.00001 decreases. The 
calculations for both type of cuts (KLOE and BaBar) were made for low 
values of q2. It is one of the reasons why the agreement between precisions 
improves a lot for them.

N  
N tin

0.00G 

0.005 

0.004 

0.003 

0.002 

0.001 

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

q2 GeV2

Figure 6.1: q2 distribution for points with |AS| >  0.00001 and y/s =10.56  
GeV. The Y  -axis shows the ratio of the number of points N  with |AS| >  
0.00001 in the q2 interval to the total number of points Ntin in this same 
range.

The check of the angular distribution for the 0 angle between muon, 
antimuon or photon and direction of incoming positron was done. The points 
with the accuracy worse than 10-5 come for the values of | cos Qt j > 0.9 for 
i = V + , fM~, 7 -

For y/s =  10.56 GeV, the value of the cross section, for the part with 
all corrections with one real photon emission 0 iph, is equal to 0.07004(4) 
[nb]. The contributions a& a (< tas for quad precision) to the cross section for 
chosen values of |AS| are presented in Tab. 6.7. Their contribution to the 
cross section is relatively small, and they give an error much smaller than

= 10.56 GeV, |AS| > 0.00001
1-------- 1-------- 1-------- 1-------- 1-------- 1-------- r



VLphq =  0.07004(4) [nb]

&1 ph =  0.07004(4) nb]
|AS > 0AS [nb] &Iph Neuent

0.01 0 0 0 0
0.001 7 .1 (9 )-10-9 7.1(9)- lO"9 l .o ( i ) -10-7 99

0.0001 1.9(8)- lO”7 1.9(8)- lO '7 2 .7 (1)-10-6 2052
0.00001 5.2(1)-10-6 5.2(1)- 10~6 7.4(1)- 10~e 25559

Table 6.7: The contribution cr& 8 to the cross section a iph for chosen |AS| and 
y/s =10.56 GeV. q - index sign quad precision.

10-4 . The difference between quad and double precision results does not 
affect the 10-4 accuracy of the generator. The soft part of the code in double 
precision is sufficient for our calculations.

Cut independence

In Sections 5.2 and 5.3 the hard contribution a2ph and the soft contribu
tion us for the two photon emissions are presented. These parts are separated 
by the cut (Eq. 5.4). The sum of these contributions has to be u  cut indepen
dent. For the full NLO contribution that involves the hard photon emission, 
the virtual and soft corrections, the logarithmic part that depends on the pho
ton mass A, is cancelled between virtual and soft corrections. The remaining 
part of soft corrections a s with u  is cancelled with the hard contribution a 2ph. 
The comparison between the values of the cross sections for different u  al-

U) a  [nb]
NO CUTS y/s =  1.02 [GeV]

lO”4 14.925(1)
lO"5 14.928(2)

relative difference -  ° 0.0002(2)
NO CUTS =  10.56 [GeV]

lO”4 0.3740(1)
lO-5 0.3740(2)

relative difference — ^ 4  ° 0.0002(8)



lows us to verify the correctness of the part of the PHOKHARA9.0 code that 
contains hard photons radiation and the part that contains the soft photon 
emission with log(w). For the hard contribution with two FSR photons, the 
correctness of the formulas and the code is confirmed by comparison with 
trace method. The cut’s independence test also checks if all interferences 
between the amplitudes with two hard photons are implemented inside the 
code in the correct way.

IdgL-fo IdqL
KLOE cuts

0.0015 

0.001 

0.0005 

0

-0 .0005 

-0.001
0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 

q2 [GeV2]

Figure 6.2: The cut independence test for KLOE event selection

In Tab. 6.8 the values of the total cross section for the simulations with 
two different energies are presented: y/s =  1.02 and 10.56 GeV. Two val
ues of the u  cut were used for this test: u  =  10 5 and u  =  10 4. The 
results were obtained using the Monte Carlo integral implemented inside the 
PHOKHARA9.0 MC generator. For both values of u j, results of the total 
cross section should be in agreement with the accuracy proportional to the 
bigger of them.

For y/s =  1.02 GeV, the results are in agreement with the accuracy 2(2) • 
10-4 and for the second energy y/s =  10.56 GeV with 2(8) • 10-4 . The cut 
independence of the results is confirmed.

As an additional check of the uj cut independence, the calculations for 
the KLOE experimental cuts were prepared for the same choice of u  and for 
four intervals of q2: (0.44;0.45), (0.54;0.55), (0.64;0.65), (0.74;0.75) [GeV2].
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The results come from the simulation with use of the final PHOKHARA9.0 
version and are presented in Fig. 6.2. Also for the KLOE cuts, the obtained 
results are cut independent.

6.1 .3  V irtual corrections
Two independent versions of the codes for the pentagons and box correc

tions were used for tests:

• quad precision version;

• double precision version: PJFry.

Similarly, two independent versions of the codes for the triangle contributions 
were checked:

• extended version of PHOKHARA subroutine for the triangle correc
tions (double precision);

• double precision version: PJFry.

Both routines were coded inside PHOKHARA9.C). The comparison between 
routines was done for four cases: for energies i/s= 1 .02  GeV, -^/5=10.56 GeV 
without additional cuts, and for KLOE and BaBar event selections. A set of 
107 four-momenta was generated in each case. Then, the comparison between 
the obtained results was done. The relative difference |A„| was calculated.

The values of [ A„| were divided into intervals and the number of events 
for every interval was calculated. The value of |A„| is a test of compatibility 
between codes. It cannot show which code gives the right result, but points 
the level of confidence of calculations. No matter which routine is selected, 
it is necessary to take into account the difference |A„| and treat it as an 
additional source of uncertainty.

PENTABOX

The results for pentaboxes are presented in Tab. 6.9. The agreement 
between codes for most points is better than 10-7 .

The worst agreement is observed for calculations with energy y/s=  10.56 
GeV, without additional cuts. To check the influence of the points with worst 
agreement, their contribution (index q denotes quad precision version) to 
the total cross section G\ph were calculated. The results for the chosen values 
of |A„| are presented in Tab. 6.10, 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13. In all presented cases, 
the size of the contributions given by these results (<ta„) is not big enough 
to threaten the 10-4 accuracy of the generator.



PENTABOX
1.02 GeV 10.56 GeV KLOE BaBar

|A,| number of events
<  10-14 28133 2610 2379 285

(1 0 -14, 10 -13 > 247670 23545 21313 2681
(10~13, 10 -12 > 1641790 203777 213400 27818
(1 0 -12, 10 -11 > 3643821 894750 1988801 274498
(1 0 -11,1 0 - 10 > 3061231 2099847 5190105 2247191
(10~10, 10-9 > 1038470 2963868 2062030 5496138
(lO -9, 10-8 > 291463 2468760 434531 1710963
(10~8, 10-7 > 42368 918297 74717 211811
(10- 7, 10-6 > 4432 293543 10088 25316
(10~6, 10-5 > 555 107209 2339 2893
(10- 5, 10-4 > 62 21009 272 347

1—
> 

0
 1 0 0 0 1—‘
 

v 4 2625 25 48
(0.001,0.01 > 1 147 0 10

(0.01,0.1 > 0 10 0 1
(0.1,1 > 0 3 0 0

Table 6.9: The comparison between results obtained for the pentabox con
tributions with PJFry and the results obtained with the quad precision code. 
The rows contain the number of checked values that give |A„|. For KLOE 
and BaBar the event selection with q2 e <  0.34,0.96 >  GeV2 was chosen.

It is also possible to check how the agreement depends on the angular 
distribution for the 0 angle for muons and antimuons and real hard photons. 
Fig. 6.3 is prepared for |A„| >  0.00001 and y/s =  10.56 GeV. The results for 
cos9i (i =  7 ) for muons, antimuons and photons were calculated. On
the Y-axis there is the ratio of the number N  of events that give the relative 
difference |A„| > 0.00001 in chosen intervals of cos 6 to the total number 
of events accepted for this interval Ntin. The number of events that give 
|A„| > 0.00001 for final leptons is between 1.5 and 4 %o of the total number 
of registered events in the interval. Photon angles give the worst result for 
cos 9j >0.92, which is 6 %o.

In the same way, the q2 distribution is constructed. Fig. 6.4 presents 
obtained results. The largest percentage of cases that gives |A„| >  0.00001 
was registered for the big values of q2. For these intervals about 1% of the 
investigated points give |A„| > 0.00001.



v/i=1.02 GeV
a lpha =  6.332(1) [nb]
a lph =  6.332(1) [nb]

|A*,| > <ta„ [nb] a A I
frAt,
&1 vh

Neuent
0.01 0 0 0 0

0.001 3 M O 1 00 7 .(7 )-10-8 1(1)-10-^ 1
0.0001 1 .(2 )-10-6 1 .(2 )-10-6 1(1) - 10-7 5

0.00001 4.5(2)- IQ"5 4.5(2)- IQ"6 7(1)- IQ"6 67

Table 6.10: Pentabox - The contribution <ta„ to the cross section a iph for 
chosen |AW| and y/s =1.02 GeV.

•v/s=10.56 GeV
<TiPha =  0.07004(4) [nb]
aiph =  0.07004(4) nb]

|A„| > a Av [nb] vaI
<7ą„
&lvh Neveni

0.1 -3 (3 ) -  IO- 9 - 1(1) - 10-9 - 4 ( 4 ) - 1 0 - 8 3
0.01 8(9)- IO- 9 9(9)- IO- 9 1 (1) - 10-7 13

0.001 3.9(9)- IO- 7 3.8(9)-10"* 6 ( 1 ) - 1 0 - 6 160
0.0001 5 .0 (3 ) -10 -6 5 .0 (3 ) -10 -6 7 .1 (5 ) - 1 0 -6 2785

0.00001 5 .0 ( 1 ) - 1 0 -5 5 .0 (1 ) - 1 0 -5 7.2(2)- IQ"4 23794

Table 6.11: Pentabox - The contribution <7^  to the cross section o\ph for 
chosen | |  and y/s =10.56 GeV.

KLOE
a lphq =1.575(2) [nb]
a lph =  1.575(2) [nb]

|A„| > (Tav [nb] &lph Neuent
0.001 0 0 0 0

0.0001 4 (2 )-1 0 -7 4(2)- IO- 7 2(1)- IO- 7 25
0.00001 4 .8 (7 )-10“6 4 .8 (7 )-10-6 3 .0 (5 )-10-6 297

Table 6.12: Pentabox - The contribution a/\v to the cross section a iph for 
chosen |A„| and KLOE event selection, q - index sign quad precision, q2 £ <  
0.34,0.96 > GeV2



BaBar
aiphq =  0.0005655(7) [nb]
a lph =  0.0005655(7) [nb]

|A„| > <7Au [nb] AI alvh Neueni
0.1 0 0 0 0

0.01 4(4)- lO"11 4 (4 )-10"11 3 1—* 0 1 * 1
0.001 5 (2 )-10"10 5 (2 )-10~10 9(3)- lO’ 7 11

0.0001 2.5(3)- lO’ 11 2 .5 (3 )-10~9 4 .5 (6 )-10-6 59
0.00001 1.84(2)-10-8 1.84(2)-10"8 3.3(2)- lO"6 406

Table 6.13: Pentabox - The contribution cr&v to the cross section a\ph for 
chosen |At,| and BaBar event selection, q - index sign quad precision, q2 € <  
0.34,0.96 > GeV2

0.006
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0
- 1  -0 .5  0 0.5 1

cos 6

Figure 6.3: Pentabox - angular distribution for points with |A„| >  0.00001 
and =10.56 GeV. The Y  -axis shows the ratio of the number of points N  
with I At, I >  0.00001 in the cos 6 interval to the total number of points Ntin 
in this same range.

y/s =  10.56 GeV, |A„| > 0.00001
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Figure 6.4: Pentabox - q2 distribution for points with |A„| >  0.00001 and 
y/s =10.56 GeV. The Y  - axis shows the ratio of the number of points with 
|A„| >  0 .00001 N  in the q2 interval to the total number of points Ntin in this 
same range.

BOX

The same tests as the pentabox contributions are presented for the box 
contributions. The results of the relative difference are presented in Tab. 6.14.

The agreement between the codes is better than 10-7 for the majority 
of the investigated configurations of involved particles. However, the results 
are much more sensitive for the BaBar cuts; the agreement for all cases is 
better than 10-11. For y/s =  10.56 GeV there are observed phase space 
configurations, where both codes give completely different results of the box 
contribution. Once again for the chosen intervals of |A„|, the contributions 
to the total cross section were calculated to see if the phase space configu
rations with worst agreement of the results could be crucial in determining 
the accuracy of the program. The results are presented in Tables 6.15, 6.16 
and 6.17 (for the BaBar event selection the agreement between the codes is 
better than 10~10).

y/s = 10.56 GeV, |A„| > 0.00001
---- “1-------- .......... ......  ——....  !
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BOX
1.02 GeV 10.56 GeV ]KLOE BaBar

|A,| number of events
< 10-14 155611 9205 434925 3

(1 0 -14, 10 -13 > 1250269 81729 388229 26
(1 0 -13, 10 -12 > 4483493 628182 3298857 2342
(10~12, 10 -11 > 2616497 2021274 3381569 3979099
(1 0 -11,10~1U > 1296978 4193131 2089532 6018530
(1 0 -10, 10-9 > 153076 1695962 634325 0
(lO -9, 10-8 > 34097 1053833 123443 0
(10~8, 10-7 > 6300 215521 26779 0
(lO -7,1 0 "8 > 2173 49128 8180 0
(1 0 -e, 10-5 > 672 12207 3551 0

A10r-
H

10r-
H 267 8123 1222 0

(10~4, 0.001 > 546 31515 819 0
(0.001,0.01 > 13 134 2 0

(0.01,0.1 > 7 39 0 0
(0.1,1 > 1 10 0 0

>  1 0 7 0 0

Table 6.14: The comparison between results obtained for the box contribu
tions with PJFry and the results obtained with the quad precision code. The 
rows contain the number of checked values that give |A„|. For KLOE and 
BaBar the event selection with q2 € <  0.34,0.96 >  GeV2 was chosen.

In all investigated cases, the contributions <ta„ do not affect the accuracy 
of the generator.

The angular distribution of points with |A„| >  0.00001 for y/s =  10.56 
GeV is presented in Fig. 6.5. The number of the points with the worst 
agreement oscillates between 4 and 5 %o of the total number of the points in 
the given interval of cos6 for all values of cos0i (i =  fi+ , fj,~, j ) .

For the q2 distribution, the ratio of the number of events that give |A„| >  
0.00001 to the total number of events is the smallest for q2 <  2.5 GeV2. 
Figure 6.6 is made for y/s =  10.56 GeV and illustrates this test.



^ = 1 .0 2  GeV
a lvha =  6.332(1) [nb]
a lph =  6.332(1) [nb]

|A*|> a Av [nb] a Al VAy 
" 1 pi Nevent

0.1 4(4)- lO"8 4(4)- lO”8 6(6)- lO"9 1
0.01 4 (1 )-1 0 -7 4(1)- lO”7 6(2)- lO"8 8

0.001 1 .0(2)-10-8 1.0(2)- lO"8 1.5(3)- lO"5 21
0.0001 2 .4 (1 )-10-4 2.4(1)- lO”4 3.8(2)- lO"5 567

0.00001 2 .7 (1 )-10-4 2.7(1)- lO”4 4.2(2)- lO”5 834

Table 6.15: Box - The contribution a Av to the cross section a lph for chosen 
|A„| and =1.02 GeV. q - index sign quad precision.

^ = 1 0 .5 6  GeV
cripha =  0.07004(4) [nb]
oxPh =  0.07004(4) [nb]

|A«| > o Av [nb] <7 A? &lp h Nevent
0.1 6(6)- lO '7 1.2(7)-10"8 8(8)- lO '6 17

0.01 7(6)- lO"7 1.3(3)- lO”7 1 (1) - 10-5 56
0.001 9(6)- lO '7 3.6(6)- lO-7 1(1)- lO"5 190

0.0001 6.3(1)- lO-5 6 .2 (1 )-10-5 8 .9 (1 )-10 -4 31705
0.00001 2.02(2)- lO '4 2.02(2)- lO”4 2.89(4)- lO’ 3 39828

Table 6.16: Box - The contribution a Av to the cross section <Jxph for chosen 
I At, I and \/s =10.56 GeV. q - index sign quad precision.

KLOE
o lpha =  1.575(2) [nb]
a lph =  1.575(2) [nb]

|AV|> a Av [nb &lph Net;ent
0.001 0 0 0 0
0.001 2(2)- lO”9 2(2)- lO-9 2 (1 )-1 0 -9 2

0.0001 8.8(4)- lO"5 8.8(4)- lO"5 6 .0 (2 )-10"5 821
0.00001 1.03(4)- lO’ 4 1.03(4)- lO"4 6.6(2)- lO"5 2043

Table 6.17: Box - The contribution a Atl to the cross section a lph for cho
sen I At, I and KLOE event selection, q - index sign quad precision, q2 € <  
0.34,0.96 >  GeV2
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y/s =10.56 GeV. The Y  -axis shows the ratio of the number of points N  with 
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TRIANGLE

Tab. 6.18 presents the results of the relative difference for the triangle 
contributions obtained with two codes. For most of the space phase config
urations, the agreement between the codes is better than 10-8 . BaBar cuts

TRIANGLE
1.02 GeV 10.56 GeV KLOE BaBar

|A.| number of events
<  10-14 3886803 3303915 1802537 9821489

(10~14, 1 0 -13 > 1646589 1363947 21588202 115824
(1 0 -13,10~12 > 1547670 1257213 2088408 62687
(10“ 12, 1 0 -11 > 1518114 1019606 2082657 0
(1 0 -n ,1 0 - 1(J > 1138462 991373 1536909 0
(1 0 -10, 10-9 > 235439 1004498 283949 0
(lO-9, 10-8 > 23962 824913 43017 0
(1 0 -8, 10-7 > 2627 205203 3263 0
(lO -7,10~6 > 300 26440 385 0
(10 -6, 10-5 > 30 2596 51 0
(1 0 -5 ,1 0 -4 > 2 266 4 0
(10- 4, 0.001 > 2 27 2 0
(0.001,0.01 > 0 3 0 0

Table 6.18: The comparison between results obtained for the triangle con
tributions with PJFry and the results obtained with PHOKHARA extended 
mode. The rows contain the number of checked values that give |A„|. For 
KLOE and BaBar the event selection with q2 e <  0.34,0.96 > GeV2 was 
chosen.

cause all the problematic configurations to be rejected and the agreement to 
be better than 10-12. Even for y/s =  10.56 GeV the agreement is always 
better than 10-2 . The contribution of a VA to the total cross section a lph is 
smaller than 0.00005, even in the worst case for y/s =  10.56 GeV.

6 .1 .4  One real photon emission cross section test
The same tests as the soft and virtual contributions are prepared for 

the differential cross section da\ph■ The examined differential cross section 
contains all contributions that include one real photon emission i.e. all tested 
virtual and soft corrections and Born.



CROSS SECTION
1.02 GeV 10.56 GeV KLOE BaBar

|A| number of events
< 10-14 2586 0 2800 0

(10~14,10~13 > 23179 18 25046 10
(10~13, 1 0 -12 > 231973 172 250425 93
(1 0 -12, 1 0 -11 > 2245557 1732 2431217 923
(1 0 -u ,1 0 - iO > 6280800 17514 6556884 9245
(1 0 -10, 10-9 > 1014394 176716 579530 94883
(1 0 -9,1 0 -s > 175617 2194903 117201 3841242
(1 0 -8,1 0 - 7 > 22226 5545970 24261 6053416
(lO -7, 10-6 > 2253 1564665 7568 162
(1 0 -6,1 0 “s > 628 383219 3216 20
(1 0 -5,1 0 -4 > 266 72470 1139 6
(10- 4, 0.001 > 489 33022 711 0
(0.001,0.01 > 31 8555 2 0

(0.01,0.1 > 1 919 0 0
>  0.1 0 125 0 0

Table 6.19: The comparison between the results of the differential cross 
section d a iph obtained with quad and double precision versions of the 
PHOKHARA MC generator. The rows contain the number of checked 
values that give |A|. For KLOE and BaBar the event selection with 
q2 € <  0.34,0.96 >  GeV2 was chosen.

The tests were done for 107 phase space points. Two versions of the 
PHOKHARA generator were used. The first one, prepared as a double pre
cision code, contains the PJFry routine, and the second one, prepared as a 
quad precision code, contains the quad precision routine used for the previ
ous tests and the expanded triangle mode. The relative difference between 
results obtained by the two versions of the generator should be treated as a 
source of possible uncertainty. For both versions of the generator, only the 
soft part is based on this same subroutine, which was already tested. Here:

quad — double
^ d  ( 6 1 )

where “double” refers to the double precision version of PHOKHARA and 
“quad” refers to the quad precision version of PHOKHARA.



^/s =  1.02 G eV  and y/s =  10.56 GeV

Table 6.19 shows the results obtained for y/s =  1.02 GeV, when no ad
ditional energy and angular cuts are used. The comparison between codes 
shows that they are consistent at the level between 10-13 and 10-7 for the ma
jority of points. It means that the obtained numbers agree at least with seven 
significant digits and shows that both codes can be found reliable. However, 
to declare if they are consistent, it is necessary to check the contribution to 
the cross section from the points with the worst agreement. This is because 
there is the possibility that they could produce a significant contribution to 
the total cross section.

The value of the total cross section a iph was calculated using the differ
ential cross sections from previous analysis. The Monte Carlo integral was 
used according to Eq. 7.4 and 7.5. The values of a  a  for the points with 
the worst agreement between codes were calculated. The ratio of a  a  to the 
total cross section a iph was calculated. All the calculations are presented 
in Tab. 6.20. a lphq, OAq denotes the cross sections calculated by the quad 
precision generator.

G\phq =  6.332(1) [nb]
&lph =  6.332(1) [nb]

A > a  a [nb] 0 a , [nb] gA-
l̂p/i Neuent

0.1 0 0 0 0
0.01 4 (4 )-1 0 -8

*10rH 6(6)- IO- 9 1
0.001 1.4(3)-10-® 1.4(3)-10-6 2.2(4)- IO- 7 32

0.0001 2 .1 (1 )-10 -4 2.1(1)- IO- 4 3.4(2)- IO- 5 521
0.00001 2.7(1)- IO- 4 2.7(1)- IO- 4 4.2(2)- IO- 5 787

0.000001 3.0(1)- IQ"4 3.0(1)- IQ-4 4.8(2)- IQ”5 1415

Table 6.20: The contribution a  a to the cross section a iph for chosen |A| and 
-v/s =1.02 GeV. q - index sign quad precision.

(7a, and <7a  give the same results for all checked ranges of |A|. The ratios 
of the values of a  a to the total cross section o\ph are the same for double and 
quadrupole precision.

For all checked values of |A|, the contribution of a  a is smaller than the 
value of used cut u  — 10-4 . This means that the difference between two 
codes does not affect the value of declared accuracy.

The results for y/s =  10.56 GeV without additional cuts are presented in 
Tab. 6.19. In this case there are 20 points, where all digits of the examined 
values are different. Table 6.21 shows that for A > 0.001 the contribution



(7 Iph, =  0.07004(4) [nb]
ph =  0.07004(4) nb]

A > cra  [nb] <JAq [nb]
p h Nevent

0.1 6(6)- lO"7 2( 1) - 10-8 9(9)- lO"6 125
0.01 "o

i 1—
1

0 1 -J 1 .4(4)-10- 7 1.1(9)-10- 5 1044
0.001 7.7(6)-10- 6 7.1(2)- lO"6 1.10(9)-10- 4 9599

0.0001 8.3(1)- lO-5 8 .3 (1 )-10' 5 1.18(2)-10-4 42621
0.00001 2.24(2)- lO”4 2.24(2)-10-4 3.21(4)-10- 3 115091

Table 6.21: The contribution a  a to the cross section a iph for chosen |A| and 
y/s =10.56 GeV. q - index sign quad precision.

from these phase space points into the total cross section is already at the 
level of 10-4 . The ratio ^  grows up to 10-3 for a wider interval of A . If the 
difference between two independent codes is treated as an additional source 
of the uncertainty, then for the case when cut u> =  10-4 was used, it could 
disturb the assumed precision of calculations.

In this case also, the differences between cr&q and oa are visible for some 
intervals of A. Yet they do not differ significantly.

The angular and q2 distributions for |A| >  0.00001 and for both energies 
show that the structure of one photon contribution is complicated. Figure
6.7 illustrates the angular distribution for | A j >  0.00001 and y/s =  10.56 
GeV. The number of the points that give |A| >  0.00001 can reach almost 
2.5% of the total number of points present in the examined interval of | cos 9t\
(i =  / /+ ,^ - ,7 ) .

For the q2 distribution, the smallest value of the ratio of the events with 
|A| >  0.00001 to the total number of the events in the interval exists for 
q2 <2.5  GeV2 (Fig. 6.8).

For KLOE and BaBar simulations are made for small values of q2, and 
also the angles with |cos| <  0.92 (i =  / /+ ,^ - ,7 ) are cut off. As such, 
for both type of cuts the agreement between codes is much better than for 
y/s =  10.56 GeV

KLOE and BaBar

In Tab. 6.19 results of the relative differences for the cross section are 
presented. For the KLOE cuts the vast majority of the checked points give 
the results from interval |A| between 10-12 and 10-10, while for BaBar be
tween 10-9 and 10-7 . For the second experiment, the worst results give the 
agreement below the value of 10-4 . For KLOE cuts there are 713 registered
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Figure 6.7: Angular distribution for points with |A„| >  0.00001 and 
y/s =10.56 GeV. The Y  - axis shows the ratio of the number of points N  
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®lphq =  1.575(2) [nb]
&lph =  1.575(2) [nb

A > <rA [nb] arAq [nb] 0 Iph Neuent
0.01 0 0 0 0

0.001 2 (2 )-10~9 2(2)- IO- 9 2 (1 )-1 0 -9 2
0.0001 7.7(3)- lo-5 7.7(3)- IO- 5 4.9(2)- IO- 5 713

0.00001 1.02(4)- lo*4 1.02(4)- IO- 4 6.5(2)- IO- 5 1852
0.000001 1.17(4)-10"4 1.17(4)- IQ-4 7 .4 (2 )-10“5 5068

Table 6.22: The contribution to the cross section a iph for chosen |A| and 
KLOE event selection, q - index sign quad precision, q2 € <  0.34,0.96 >  
GeV2

Vlphq - 0.0005655(7) [nb]
G Iph — 0.0005655(7) [nb]

A > 0  a  [nb] a  a , [nb] vh Neuent
0.0001 0 0 0 0

0.00001 3 (1 )-1 0 -10 3 (1 )-1 0 -10 5(2)- IO- 7 6
0.000001 1.2(2)- IQ-9 1.2(2)- IQ"9 2 .1 (4 )-10-® 26

Table 6.23: The contribution <7 a  to the cross section a iph for chosen |A| and 
BaBar event selection, q - index sign quad precision, q2 e <  0.34,0.96 >  
GeV2

cases where the relative difference is from interval < 10-4 , 10-2 ). The contri
bution to the total cross section given by the values with the worst agreement 
between the codes is presented in Tab. 6.22 and 6.23. All calculations were 
done with u  =  10-4 .

The results obtained for the KLOE and BaBar cuts, for the chosen con
ditions of the relative difference, show that the losses of accuracy caused by 
points with the worst agreement between both codes are smaller than the 
uncertainty resulting from the used values of uj cut.

From the presented analysis of the differential cross sections, it can be 
seen that the uncertainty of the new PHOKHARA9.0 code is sensitive to 
the choice of energy and event selection. However, all tests prove that 
the PHOKHARA9.0 generator is a proper tool for calculations done for the 
KLOE and BaBar event selection.



6.1.5 Negative weights
The main Monte Carlo method used in the PHOKHARA9.0 generator 

to obtain cross sections and distributions is of a generation with unweighted 
events [47]. In this method the maximum of the investigated function is 
determined first. Then the acceptance and rejection method is used. This 
operation is made inside PHOKHARA9.0 separately for parts with contri
butions of one real hard photon emission and of two hard photons. This 
method requires the values of the investigated function to be positive. The 
cases when the weights are negative should be treated as an additional source 
of the error added to the error of the Monte Carlo method.

The second method used during tests and calculations was Monte Carlo 
integrand (Eq. 7.4, 7.5). In this case, the sign of the values of the investigated 
function can be arbitrary. The calculations for both methods should give the 
same results.

The calculations and tests for y/s =  1.02 GeV (without cuts), KLOE, and 
BaBar cuts for the value of u  -  10-4 do not show any negative weights. For 
y/s — 1.02 GeV without cuts, the negative weights are present for u  =  10-5 .

Unfortunately, for y/s =  10.56 GeV the negative weights are present for 
both used values of u. The negative weights appear in the routine for the 
one real hard photon emission correction. This part contains the Born con
tribution, the virtual, and soft corrections.

Both new versions of PHOKHARA, double precision and quad precision, 
were tested for the presence of negative weights. The same set of 107 phase 
space points for y/s =  10.56 GeV was used. The value of the total cross sec
tion obtained for one real hard photon emission is equal to a lph =  0.07004(2) 
[nb]. For the double precision version of PHOKHARA and u  =  10-4 , the 
number of the negative weights is equal to 2770598 and gives the contribution 
<r_ =  -0.006092(2) [nb]. This is almost 9% of (J\p h -  For the quad precision 
PHOKHARA there are 2770597 negative weights. They give the contribu
tion (7—quad =  -0.006092(7)[nb]. This is also almost 9% of criphq. 2770594 
negative values of the examined cases are the same for double and quad 
precision. The values of the contribution from the few cases when only the 
quad or double precision codes give the negative weights are in both cases 
below 10~10. This means that the presence of the negative weights is not 
generally connected with the used version of the routine. In the final version 
of the generator, the routine that calculates the Monte Carlo integrand was 
also added, so if the negative weights are observed it is possible to confront 
the results obtained with both methods and to check, if for a given event 
selection, the unweighted events can be used.



6.1 .6  Runtime and acceptance
All tests show that there are no contraindications to use both developed 

versions of the PHOKHARA Monte Carlo generator for calculations. How
ever, one important criterion is to use runtime. The following processor was 
used for this test:

vendor_id : Genuinelntel 

cpu family : 6 
model : 26
model name : Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5560 @ 2.80GHz

cpu MHz : 2792.805 

cache size : 8192 KB 
cpu cores : 4

For all calculations, 1000 events were generated inside the proper PHO
KHARA version. Table 6.24 shows the results of the comparison of the time 
of calculations between both tested versions of PHOKHARA for the four 
cases. From this data it is obvious that the difference is considerable. Because 
of this, the double precision version of PHOKHARA (PHOKHARA9.0) was 
used to analyse the influence of the missing corrections on results obtained 
for the KLOE and BaBar cuts.

double [s] quad [s] quad
dmible

V i =  1.02 GeV 7.76 170 22
v 'i =  10.56 GeV 7.92 171 22

KLOE 1.53 57.29 38
BaBar 2.30 135 59

Table 6.24: Time of calculations for two tested versions of PHOKHARA 
generator.

The PHOKHARA9.0 MC generator is constructed in such a way that, 
in an input file, the user declares the number of events to determine the 
maximum of the investigated function and declares the number of generated 
events. During calculations, the part of generated points is rejected because 
of simulation conditions. For the new, extended version of PHOKHARA9.0, 
for the investigated process for y/s =  1.02 GeV the acceptance is equal to 
about 2% of the total number of generated events. However, the acceptance 
for the part of calculations with one real photon emission is about 34% of 
one photon generated events. The two photon emissions give the acceptance



equal to about 1%. The simulation for energy y/s =  10.56 GeV gives the 
total acceptance at the level of 0.008%. Two other values are equal to: 10% 
for one photon part and 0.006% for two photon emissions. The acceptance of 
generated events for BaBar cuts is better than for y/s =  10.56 GeV without 
additional cuts and it is equal to about 0.02%. In this case, the acceptance 
for one photon emission increases to 30% and for two photon emission is 
equal to about 0.02%. The total acceptance for KLOE is similar to the one 
for y/s =  1.02 GeV, yet the acceptance of one photon events decreases to 
13%.

6.2 Numerical studies
All presented tests and analyses allowed the creation of the new version of 

the generator, PHOKHARA9.0. All new parts of the program were checked 
separately. Agreement between two versions of the generator is confirmed. 
The double precision version with routine PJFry for virtual corrections has 
been chosen. Because of the large differences in runtime between both codes, 
the double precision version is the better choice. The new version of the 
generator was used for the analysis of the results of calculations for the 
KLOE and BaBar cuts. This analysis should be done with proper precision 
of calculations. Tests show that for calculations with KLOE and BaBar cuts 
it is possible to use new PHOKHARA9.0 with accuracy below per mile.

The measurements of KLOE and BaBar were done for q2 in interval < 
0.09,0.96 >  GeV2 (this interval was the same for both experiments). The 
comparison done by the experimental groups showed that for values of q2 >
0.34 GeV2 the obtained results were incoherent. The results were higher by 
2-3% for BaBar.

The values of the differential cross section for q2 in interval < 0.34,0.96 > 
[GeV2] were calculated with PHOKHARA9.0. The energies and event selec
tions for KLOE and BaBar experiments were used. The same calculations 
were done for the distributed version of the generator, PHOKHARA8.O. The 
results obtained by the two generators were compared to check the influence 
of the missing corrections. Also, the angular distributions for cos 6 were pre
pared and compared. The relative difference was used as a measure of the 
changes between the examined quantities.

6.2.1 K LO E
For the calculations done with the KLOE cuts, the interval of q2 G <

0.34,0.96 >  [GeV2] was divided into 62 equal parts. Figure 6.9 presents the
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Figure 6.9: The relative difference between differential cross sections 

for PHOKHARA8.O and -pr2-—  for PHOKHARA9.0 as a function of q2.
^  P H  n e w

relative difference between the differential cross sections for PHOKHA-<kj>H
RA8.0 and —  for the new PHOKHARA9.0 as a function of q2.

^  P  H  n e w
This figure shows that the difference between results is very small. For 

all points the results of the relative difference are at per mile level. The total 
cross sections were calculated for the results obtained with both versions 
of the generator. The comparison between the obtained cross sections is

[nb]
Q PHnew 3.1144(2)

G PH 3.11710(3)
crpH-VPHnew 

. "ru... 0.086(5)%

Table 6.25: Comparison of the total cross section obtained for KLOE 
cuts between the PHOKHARA8.O MC generator (crpn) and the new one 
PHOKHARA9.0 (apHnew) containing full NLO contributions to the muon 
mode.

presented in table 6.25. The relative difference between the values of the total 
cross sections obtained by two versions of the PHOKHARA generator is equal



to 0.086(5)% of the result for the PHOKHARA8.O generator. So, for the 
KLOE cuts, this contribution is too small to explain the discrepancy between 
KLOE and BaBar for the analysis of the experiment for the e+e~ —> n^7i~.

The charge averaged angular distribution for chosen q2 for PHOKHARA8.O 
and PHOKHARA9.0 is presented in Fig. 6.10. The figure presents the values 
of the differential cross section ) as a function of cos 9. The shape
of the distribution is caused by the KLOE cuts. The relative difference for 
the charge averaged angular distribution is at the per mile level. The bigger 
errors for some points are caused by the fact that the values are close to 0.

The relative difference for the asymmetry is at percent level (Fig. 6.11). 
The reason for this big difference is that in PHOKHARA8.O the contributions 
for the asymmetry sensitive for the charge (ISR-FSR interference) are only 
at LO. Also, the KLOE event selection is crucial for the asymmetry size. The 
experimental cuts were chosen in such a way that they reduced the influence 
of the FSR radiative corrections. That suppressed the asymmetry coming 
from the one photon emission.

6.2.2 B aB ar
For the BaBar cuts, calculations were done for five points from q2 interval:

<  0.34,0.96 >  GeV2. Figure 6.12 presents the relative difference between the 
results obtained with PHOKHARA8.O and PHOKHARA9.0. Similarly to the 
case of the KLOE cuts, the difference for the cross sections ^  between two 
versions of the generators are at the level of 1-2 per mile.

For interval q2 £ <  0.34,0.96 >  GeV2 the value of a  was calculated using 
these points (Tab. 6.26). The relative difference is once again small. The

[nb]
& P H 0.002662(7)

G  P H  new 0.002658(6)
(TpH-CrpHnew

0PH 0.17(3)%

Table 6.26: Comparison of the estimated total cross section obtained for 
BaBar cuts between the PHOKHARA8.O MC generator (aPH) and the new 
one PHOKHARA9.0 (crpHnew) containing full NLO contributions to the 
muon mode.

loss of the accuracy caused by missing NLO corrections is at per mile level. 
The charge averaged angular distribution presented in Fig. 6.13 gives the 
difference between versions of PHOKHARA at the level of few per mile. 
So, for BaBar cuts also the influence of missing NLO corrections should not
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(left) and relative difference between results (right). P H  - PHOKHARA8.O, 
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been crucial to explaining the discrepancies between the KLOE and BaBar 
experiments.

For the BaBar cuts, asymmetry is dominated by the LO part of contri
butions. The experimental cuts and energy suppress additional influence of 
NLO corrections (Fig. 6.14).

6.3 Conclusions
The new version of the PHOKHARA Monte Carlo generator that includes 

the full one-loop corrections to the process e+e~ -> fj,+n ~7  was prepared. 
The new version was marked as PHOKHARA9.0, and various tests were 
performed to check its stability and the accuracy.

The new version of the generator was used for the analysis of the results 
of calculations for the KLOE and BaBar event selections. The comparison 
between results obtained for PHOKHARA8.O and the new PHOKHARA9.0 
for KLOE and BaBar event selection shows that the influence of the missing 
NLO corrections is too small to explain the difference between experiments 
for process with pion pair production.
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Chapter 7 

Appendix

7.0.1 Relative difference
In all the tests presented in this work, where comparison between the 

corresponding results were obtained with two different methods, relative dif
ference or its modulus was used. Equation 7.1 presented this method for two 
values: a and b. The error of relative difference was calculated as a differ
ential Eq. 7.2 (Sa, 6b - errors). In the case when the compared values were 
independent, the formula described by equation 7.3 was used.

calculations of some integrands. In most cases the Monte Carlo integration 
method was used [47], [48]. The estimate for calculated integral of the func
tion f(x) for finite number of arguments xt (i =  1,N) is based on the formula:

A =  —  
a

a — b
(7.1)

(7.2)

(7.3)

7.0.2 M onte Carlo integration
Some of the presented in this work tests and calculations required the

J  =  1 f(X j)
N

(7.4)



The error for this method is given by:

A  E  Ł / ( « ? . £  (7.5)V N 2 N  v '
7.0 .3  Experim ental cuts and event selection for lumi

nosity measurement
$  factories KLOE/DA$NE (Frascati)

(a) y/s =  1.02 GeV
(b) E min =  0.4 GeV
(c) For 9±  two selections have to be checked
i. tighter selection 55° < 9±  < 125 °
ii. wider selection 20° < 9±  < 160 °
(d) (ma;r=4,5,6,7,8,...,140, with reference value (max=9°

B-factories BABAR/PEP-II (SLAC) & BELLE/KEKB (KEK)

(a) y/s =  10.56 GeV
(b) |p+|jE beam >  0.75 and Ip-l/JSw ,. >  0.50 
or \p-\/Ebcam >  0.75 and \p+\/Ebeam >  0.50
(c) For |cos(#±)| the following selections have to be checked
i. |cos(0±)| <  0.65 and |cos(0+)| <  0.60 or |cos(0—)| <  0.60
ii. |cos(#±)| < 0.70 and |cos(0+)| < 0.65 or \cos{9—)| < 0.65
iii. |cos(0±)| < 0.60 and |cos(0+)| < 0.55 or \cos(9—)| < 0.55
(d) C%ax= 20,22,24,...,40°, with reference value C L = 30 °

BES-III experiment at BEPCII (Beijing)

(a) y/s =  3.686 GeV, 3.65 GeV and 3.097 GeV
(b) | cos 9\ <  0.8, where 9 is the polar angle of the electron or positron 

in the lab system, this corresponds to the barrel region of BES-III detector. 
Since in BEPC , e+ and e~ beams are colliding with equal energy but at 
a 22mrad crossing angle, the lab system is slightly different from the CM
system.

(c) E e+ > 1 .0  GeV and E e- > 1 .0  GeV, where E  is the energy deposited 
in the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC).

(d) E /p  for one track greater than 0.5 and the other track greater than
0.8, here E  is the energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC), 
and p  is the track momentum measured in the Main Drift Chamber.



To see how the NNLO corrections depend on the event selection we ob
tained results also for |cos#| < 0.7, 0.75, 0.85 and 0.9

B-factory Belle (KEK)- the reference event selection

Belle runs at an asymmetric e re~ collider, but all criteria are expressed 
in the CoM fram (a) y/s =10.58 GeV

(b) For 9 ±  two selections have to be checked
i. 50.5° <  6± < (180 -  50.5)°
ii. 45.5° <  0± < ( 1 8 0 -  45.5)°
iii. 55.5° <  0± <  (180 -  55.5)°
(c) Two charged tracks have momentum > 2.645 GeV
(d) The track with maximum deposited energy in the EMC greater than 

2 GeV,
(e) The sum of the deposited energies of all tracks in the electromagnetic 

calorimeter (EMC) is greater than 4 GeV (both charged and neutral particles 
can deposit energy in the EMC and it is not checked if the particle is charged 
or neutral)

(f) Acollinearity angle (2d) £mai=5,6,7,8,...,15°, with reference value (max=10°
(g) Transverse momentum of any observed charged particle greater than

0.1 GeV

7.0 .4  Acollinearity
The 2d acolinearity is defined as follows:

(  =  \0+ +  -  180| (7.6)

Here 0+ (6_) denotes an angle between outgoing positron (electron) and z- 
axis in Centre of Mass System.

The 3d acolinearity is defined as follows:

c 3d =  I arccos s{p+p - / |p+1/ |jp_ |) 180/7T -  180| (7.7)

p+ and p -  denotes positron and electron momenta.

7.0.5 Berends substitution

The so called Berends substitution is based on the following relationship
[43]:

j _ _  r  d x
ab J ,  [ax +  (1 -  x)b]2



The right side of the formula can be written in the form:

/Jo

dx
[ax + ( 1 -  x)b]2 

After integration it gives:

1

r 1 dx
Jo [b +  ( a -b )x ] '

1
(6 +  (a — b)x)(a — b)

(7.9)

(6 +  (a — b)x)(a — b)
1 / 1  1

(a — b) \a b )  ab
1

(7.10)

7.0.6 Soft contribution as - finite part
The finite part of the soft formula presented in Section 5.3 has the fol

lowing form:

FlSRf i n (P l ,P2 )
a

2tt2 (7.11)

a
FFSRf i n (q i i  92) — —^ 2  (-/1(01) + -/1(92) — 2/3((71, ¢2)) (7-12)

4 a
FlNTfin(Pl,P2,qi,q2) =  7 ^ ( - 1)^/3(^1,¾ )) (7.13)

i, j=l

The h (x ) ,  / 2(^1,^2), h { x i ,x 2) have the form (x l ,x 2,x  - four momenta):

2Trx(0)log(x(0) — |x|)
h (x )  =

h ( P i , P 2 )  =

M (*(0) +  |*|) 

TTffi • p2c x
y /s { s /4 -  m l)

(7.14)

(7.15)

/ 3 ( ^ 1 , X2 ))  —  /1  (C Sal^a  +  CM I3b  +  C^cI^c +  C ^ I z d ) (7.16)

Cl =  -  log2 (Ca - 1) +  log2 (Ca)
Ca -  1

+ 2 log (2Ca — 1) log
Ca

- 2U 2 [ ^ - X ) + 2U 2 /' Ca
2Ca - l J  ‘ \2Ca - l J

+4Lis (r̂ W) - 4 L i 2  (rrk) (7'17>



c  -  y *  i 1

4^ / s /4  — m2 2

c  =  ________ 0¾ ~ Xl)2________
2 (x2(0) — rci(O) +  \x2 - i i | ) 2

k ll2^ ! 2 -  (x1x2)(x2 -  Xx)2 

The / 3a function depends on the sign of f x. If f x < 0 then:

+  i  log2 ( M j - j A  _  1  log2 / W s j - l ' j  _  Lij ((tyU  -  l ) i .

If / i  >  0 then:

/ „ ( x . ,  =  * .  =  iog ()f—|) log (^ jr^ 5)

+  log ( i ± ^ )  ,og ( j * ± £ )  -  log ( i ^ M )  log ( - , .  -  tS/

+log (S r2) l o g ( - f i  - ti]+Li2 ( ^ -«?*4) 
+li> (w )- li- ( w ) - li- ( w )

(7.18)

(7.19)

(7.20)

(7.21)



«**•**)"'*=log ( ^ i ) ( f r w ) + 5Iog2 i^ r)
- 5  log2 ( -  log ( łĄ ^ - )  log ((„ -  t .)

+log ( t - ą z i )  log ((i _  t‘3 )+ lo g  ( d ± A \  log ( h .  ± ±
^ 4 /  V /  V +  £3

—Li2 f  +  Li2 f  ( 1 _  Li2 fa  +
\ ts — tĄ J  \ ¢3 — £4 J  \ 1 +  £3̂ 4

+Li2 (ttw ) + Li2 ( w )  ~Li2 ( w > '23)
/ ,  =  log ( ^ ) , „ g ( « i ± f ( i ± ^ )

- 5  log2 (f» + *3) + J  log2 (*. +  *s) -  Li-i j

+Li2 f  f a + t » M  -  U 2 ( <(» +  <3> M  +  Li2 f
\ 1 + 13 J  \ 1 +  ^3^4 / \ 1 +  tstĄ J

+Li2 f _  Li2 ( (7.24)
\ h  — U )  \ h  — J

+ 5  log2 (-¾  -  t.) -  \  log2 ( -« , -  (4) +  Li2 ( - ^ ^ 3)

(ttst) ł "• (¾ ^ ) - li- (“irsr)
-■*(& )*“■(&) <“ > 

r  ( r  r l  =  r  -  2(X2(Q) -  ^l(0))\/l^l|21̂ 2l2 -  j j g g f  -  1)
3° 15 2) ~  30 (l*i|2 +  N 2 -  2^1x 2)£§(£3 +  ± )(t*  +  £ ) ( £  -  £ )

, ________ 4(ga(0) -  ^ ( 0 ) ) ( 1 ^ 1 2 -  XlX2)t3________
(l^il2 +  1¾]2 -  2 ¾ ¾ )^ ¾  +  i ) ( * 4 +  i ) ( i  _  i )

4a;i(0)

*3^3 +  £)(*4 +  £ ) ¾  ~  £ )



r  ( \ =  r  2 ( ^ ( 0 )  -  g x ( Q ) ) i / M 2 N 2 -  x ^ x 2 { t l  - 1 )

M  11 2) “  3ft ( N 2 +  N 2 -  2% ^ ( i  -  £ ) ( *  +  £ )(t*  +  i )
__________ 4(x 2(0) -  a;i(0))(|xi|2 -  ś i ś 2)t3________  

(l^il2 +  |x2|2 -  2¾ ¾ )¾ ¾  -  i)(< s +  £ ) ( t 4 +  £ )

_________ _____________ (7 27)
« * ( £ - £ ) ( *  +  £ ) &  +  £ )   ̂

c 3 (a.1 X2) =  c 3 -  ~ Xl( ° ) ) V N 2N 2 - ^ 2(̂ 3 _  x)

¢73̂ (2:1,^ 2) =  c 3d

(1¾I2 + |x2|2 -  2xix2)(i3 + £)(¼ + £)(*;3 -  «4) 
________4(x2(0) -  a:i(0))(|iil2 -  XjX^h_______  
(|xi|2 +  |i2|2 -  2xix2)(£3 +  ^)(¾  +  £ ) (* 3 -  U)

+ ________4^(0)¾ ________

(h  +  £ ) ( ^  +  ^ ) ( h  ~ U)

2(3:2(0) -  1̂ (0)) V'l^il2!^ !2 ~  x ii^ (l -  t\)
(l^ll2 +  l*2|2 -  2ŻiŻ2)(*4 +  £ ) ( t4 +  £)(*3 -  U)

________ 4(3:2(0) ~ 3:1(0))(1^12 -  XxX2)U ________

(l^ll2 +  |z2|2 -  2®iX2)(t4 +  £)(*4 +  Jl){t3 -  t4)
43:x (0)i4 

(̂ 4 +  ę )(U  +  j^)(h -  U)

(7.28)

(7.29)

t (t  r  ) - f  _  N 2 - * 1*2 +  N | ® i - ^ |  .
fl(X l’ " 2) -  —TKPPFgSF ( 7 ' 3 0 )

ty ~ ~  > -  2 i A  ~  |Ll|Z ~ N 2 +  N | * l  +  x 2|
V N ^ i l 2 -  (^1¾)2

t3,4(x„x2) =  ts,4 =  ^<°)(fe|2 ~ a M  +  ̂ <° )d^|2 -  ^  (7 r)
V ^ F N 2 -  ( ¾ ¾ ) 2((3:2(0) -  3:x(0)) +  \x2 -  xi\)

A =  (̂ i(0)(|372|2 -  xxx2) +  ̂ 2(0)()0:112 - xX3:2))2 (7.33)
+(|^i|2|S2|2 -  (i i^ 2)2)(3:2 -  x i )2



7.0 .7  Experimental cuts and event selection used in 
PART III 

KLOE

• y/s =  1.02GeV

• tracks between 50° and 130°

• missing photon angle< 15°(> 165°)

• 80< m trk <115 MeV

• q2 E<  0.34,0.96 >

BaBar

• y/s =  10.56GeV

• tracks between 20° and 160°

• 3 GeV minimal photon energy/missing energy

• \qi| >  lGeV (antimuon) and \q2\ >  lGeV (muon)

• q2 G< 0.34,0.96 >
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